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Second Student
Suspended in
Connection with
Embezzlement

Questions Surround Student Arrests

BY ANN O'CONNELL

News Editor

On Tuesday, November 30, Vice President of Student Services Sharon
Herzberger sent out an email intended
to inform the student body on all the relevant issues taking place on campus.
One of the issues specifically mentioned in the letter was the expulsion of
another student connected with the embezzlement of funds from Trinity College.
The student, who has not been on
campus this semester, is being suspended permanently for his role in the
theft of $15,000 from the College.
When asked whether this incident
closes the investigation, Vice President of
Finance Michael West replied that the
investigation is still open.
The administration declined to give
the name of this student, just as it declined to give the name of the first student involved.
"It is not our practice to share names
oi students who have been disciplined,
and we do not intend to do so now"stated
Vice President Herzberger
'fn^t^^Mt
to the students.
Herzberger also reiterated that the
embezzlement of the funds was not connected in any way to the Student Government Association.
"The permanent suspension of the two
students is based solely on activities involving the forgery of a supervisor's signature at a. workplace not associated
with the SGA."
When asked for comment on the expulsion of the second student, Vice President West simply remarked, "Just how
sad it is."
Vice President Herzberger promised
in her letter to keep the student body updated and informed on this issue as additional information arises.
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Tripod Editors

Five Trinity Students were arrested on
November 21. They were all charged
with Disturbing the Peace, and one was
also charged with possession of Marijuana. Precisely what events led to their
arrests, however, remains unclear. After
interviewing multiple students, the Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly, and
reviewing the reports made by Campus
iafety officers, The Tripod remains unable to reconcile the conflicting reports
of the evenings events. Students and
"ampus Safety saw things very differently.
Some facts are agreed upon by both
sides. It can be said with certainty that
the events took place on, or near, the
property owned by the St. Anthony Hall
fraternity. According to the reports
made by Campus Safety, assistance was
called for after several students attempted to force entry into the late night
event being hosted by the Hall.
However, according to one student
who was arrested, the students were simply loitering, "there were about twenty
of us standing around," said Tom King
'01. The officers responded and, according to all parties, requested that the students dump out their b
mately fifty students" were in the area.

FILE PHOTO

Questions surround the actions of campus safety officers in a
Saturday evening incident.
•At this point, the two narratives of the
evening take radically different paths.
According to the students on the
scene, the Campus Safety officers were
far from polite in their requests, "It was a
crazy scene," said David Rothman '02,
"they [Campus Safety] were screaming
and everything." Another student added
"they were actually knocking the beers
out of students hands." There is no mention of how exacily the beers were re-

At least one student was specifically
approached by the officers. Rothman,
according to the reports, was asked to
spill out his beer and leave the property.
According to Rothman, however, "I had
no beer, I have witnesses to verify that,
and I was not on the Hall's property. Basically that whole first section [of the report! was not true." Rothman stated that
he was asked to leave the area. According to rum.he responded Tm leav ing, I'm
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see CAMPUS on page eight

complied."

Failed Robbery Occurs At Hartford
Federal Credit Union Trinity Branch

alarm at the Credit Union, along with a
911 call placed by the branch supervisor,
News Writer
Stephen Thomas.
When Campus Safety Director Brian
Last Wednesday, December 1, the Kelly arrived on the scene, the Hartford
Hartford Federal Credit Union branch Police were already on the scene, along
on Vernon Street was the site of an at- with the credit union employees who
were working when the attempted robtempted robbery.
'At 10:40 AM, the Hartford Police De- bery occurred.
According to Campus Safety Officers,
partment was notified by the silent
two males entered the credit union
branch, armed with pepper spray.
Naked With Praxis
One male entered Thomas' office, who
was on the telephone at the time. The
assailant tore the phone away from Thomas, pointed the pepper spray in his face,
and shouted, "Get your hands up" mulBY DAVIS ALBOHM

tiple times. He then proceeded to spray
Thomas in the face with the pepper
spray.
A second male attacker pepper
sprayed Charlotte Wilson, another employee of the credit union who was located behind the front desk. The man
also struck her on the right side oi her
head,
.
,
After that, the two men escaped
through the south door, without having
taken any money. Both cash drawers in
the credit union remained locked
throughout the entire attempted robbery.
An early investigation proved that
see BANK on page seven
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Parting Thoughts: Student Leaders Can't Do Alone
This editorial has often been a forum for complaints about Trinity, but
that has only been because the potential exists to make this college a better place. If the potential to improve was not within our grasp, criticism
would be a waste of ink. Trinity is selling itself short when it overlooks
student opinion in the policy making process, and the student body is
falling short of its potential when it allows this to happen. Across the
board, this has been blamed on student apathy.
*
:
.
During the past four years, student apathy has been the excuse for why
things don't always work on campus. It's constantly repeated that event
attendance is low, and people just don't care. Forall the apathy on this
campus, we certainly get a lot done. The college owes this fact to its being
home to a body of willing, talented, and hardworking student leaders.
These leaders are the people that care enough to give their time and energy to make Trinity their own. They understand that academics are essential, but the college experience goes above and beyond the classroom.
They are the students who sit on faculty and planning committees in order to ensure that student interests are heard and considered. They are
the Tripod editors whoput in countless hours of work each week to keep
the school informed and bring important issues on campus to light. They
are the student leaders in SGA, community service, multicultural organizations, sports teams, religious groups, class councils, a cappella groups,
and a myriad of other organizations who understand that becoming productive members of society starts right here in the college community.
The entire student body needs to look beyond the image of apathy and
join the campus leaders in seizing Trinity as our own. Afew people can't
do everything and be everywhere. The student body cannot rely solely
on their leaders to speak up for them: to attend SGA meetings, serve on
committees, or talk with administrators. Individuals need to begin to fight
their own battles. If we have accomplished this much with a few voices,
imagine the potential of the masses.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut,
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:
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
/ Want To Get Something Off My Chest
To The Editor:
1 talk to a lot of different people
each day. It is important for me to
make eye contact with the women
and men I speak to, even if I am late
to be somewhere or I am pretending to be; mostly because of the
trouble I have caring about what
some people try and discuss with
me. 1 still do my best to maintain eye
because I know that when I'm talking to someone I like them to look
me in the face.
Sometimes I am pervaded by a
sense of hopelessness that a conversation will ever end. I just want that
person to go away. That 1 find this
happens most often with women is
fortunate because one of my favorite techniques to make a woman
leave is to stare at her breasts. I have
found that this change of focus is a
dainty and polite way to indicate
that the conversation has run its
course. A very simple head motion,
it often goes unnoticed. Suddenly
the woman begins to notice she is
dominating the conversation. Looking carefully she finds my gaze is
elsewhere. The point taken, conversation stops, and the miracle of precise human communication lives
on. Ah! It is so delightful to feel such
attention and being able to explain
one's actions!
It is of course important not to be
rude to women, so attention to her
is a must. For us gentlemen staring
at a girls breasts is a polite way to
break conversation without separating a woman from her dignity. To
consider oneself truly accomplished at this, one has to know how
to individually caress a woman's
ego. For just as there are many different women here at Trinity, there
are niany degrees of percep*tiveriess
to this technique. I hope that you
understand that no insult is intended to women of those particular categories. There are no wrongs
or effort when it comes to being polite. Having to add certain effects to
this staring are entirely my pleasure.
For example, when I'm staring at a
girl's chest, drooling slightly or even
making small noises with my saliva
is sometimes enough to pass the
hint. Other times I'll stare but also
begin to slowly fall, forward toward
her breast. This slowly increases the
obviousness of my focus, until it
breaches the particular subject's
lower limits. As a personal touch, I'll
often combine that one with small
ambiguous motions of the lips and
fingers.

cient attention to two or more
women at once. Try leaning in and
sniffing deeply with your eyes
closed, or running your tongue in
circles on your lips. Doing so in a
clockwise direction has the added
visual connection to time passing.
As a last resort you may see me
squat down to stare directly at the
woman's crotch. Again, the dedication to attention, yet it becomes
clear that I am no longer interested
in their head, or what it has to say. I
try not to use it too often because
the positioning is a drawback and
disgusts some women. Several have
walked off, having mistaken my
intentions, and upset that I am apparently so visibly tired with them.
My behavior, I have sadly found,
is actually a cause for complaint. It
upsets me that so many men may
be doing this. I spend as much time
as I can observing where women
look and learning about what may
be a real problem. It is with some
disillusionment that I have read in
a reliable periodical, that this practice is almost totally one-sided. My
own studies yielded the same results. In an entire week of observation I found practically no women
interested in staring at my crotch. I
have said that my efforts in breaking conversation to eye the female
form were not efforts at all. However
I must admit that continuing such
behavior can be demoralizing without women who return the gesture.
In detail, my findings could be
called 'inconclusive.' There are reports of women making head or eye
motions to other women, or men
despite not being currently involved in a conversation. To greatly
generalize (forgive me for it) it
seemed that women were more interested in their own bodies'titan
those of men. The evidence for this
behavior I spotted in a local library.
Several females within had their
heads down on their desk, with
their foreheads resting face down on
their forearms. My guess is that I
may have been observing some sort
of 'private viewing booth' but all efforts to find out failed. This is where
the data became "fuzzy."
They may not be looking at their
breasts. One test subject seemed to
indicate this but unfortunately, the
data was ruined by 'interaction.'
. Specifically, 1 approached her and
asked very quietly, "They're nice,
aren't they?" Her head popped up
and in bewilderment moved from
side to side until she noticed me.
Noticing immediately that she was
drooling, I took the hint and ended
the conversation, leaving her to
whatever, in solitude, she may have
been enjoying.

Every once in a while I become
particularly entrapped by one of
these mind-boggling conversations.
Possibly with more than one young
lady, as often occurs. In these cases 1
suggest resorting to other tactics. Sincerely,
My simple drop of the head, which
you may have seen in use elsewhere,
is sadly ineffective in paying suffi- Devin Pharr

Well, the year is winding down, and our police are just warming
up. If you think you got a cold shoulder once or twice this year,
just wait until next - Santa's bringing everyone new Mace. So
think good thoughts during this break kiddies; Campus Safety is
making a list and checking it twice...Peace on Earth, we hope.
y Cleaning up the world one
Campus Safety and Harford
yyunderaged drinker and Trinity
Police
party at a time.

Drunk and Disorddly in PreModern Russia lecture

Don't let Campus Safety hear
about all those drunken Russians...

Last Tripod of the Millen- A In the new century, we'llbeamour
™ opinions directly into your brain.
nium

Get Naked With Praxis

^. Girls, keeping on bras and pantries does not equal being naked,
next time take it all off.
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Learning By Example
,-t BY JOSH FREEMIRE

Opinion Editor

I recently had the pleasure of
attending a short meeting about
student life with a few of
Trinity's trustees. Now, although I certainly wouldn't
have characterized it as terribly
informative or productive (we'll
have to see what, if anything
comes from the input my fellow
students and I had), it was surprisingly smooth. You see, believe it or not (and I have my
doubts) the trustees seemed
positively shocked by the
changes that have recently
taken place at Trinity. It struck
them as absolutely ridiculous
(at least, they acted as if it did)
that Trinity was doing everything possible to make it literally impossible to drink on
campus without multiple forms
of ID. They had never been informed of any of these changes,
they asserted, and found them
as oppressive as we did. With,
of course, one major difference
that remained only hinted at;
they worried about liability.
This concern, is, of course,
pretty understandable. After
all, the trustee's job is to keep an
eye out for not just the current
state of the school, but problems
that might arise in the future. A
president embroiled in legal
battles over a freshman's responsibility would certainly
cause the school some difficulties, whether you find yourself
siding with Evan Dobelle or not,
his work for this college ispon^ .
tinuous and essential. Not to
mention the possible fiscal difficulties that a massive lawsuit
or criminal prosecution might
entail. However, there is a really
dangerous trend being set by
these concerns, and they don't
concern only Trinity.
Schools across the nation
have been stepping up the enforcement of their alcohol policies for several years now. In a
recent letter home (sent to our
parents, not us) Trinity urged
our parents not to mention their
own "Glory days" lest they encourage us to act similarly. Now,
obviously rewriting history is a
relatively serious step, but this
is apparently the lengths that
are encouraged by the vigorously pursued lawsuits against

colleges and universities that
have recently occurred. In an
• understandably desperate attempt to avoid lawsuits, schools
are chucking civil liberties, student privacy, student safety, and
even their own ideas of right
and wrong right out the window. Schools, including our
own, understand our objections
and even agree with many of
their salient points. However,
because of the pressures that
they feel exerted from our wonderfully ethical legal community, they have no choice but
obsessive monitoring of student
activities. There being muscled
into muscling us, you see. The
question that arises is, when
will all of this end? At what
point will all of the pressure
•' cease? The answer should be
relatively clear - it won't.
' They're will always be a way for
students (and really, people in
.general) to.be self destructive.
Even if we need to scamper off
campus, or hide in our closets,
we will continue to drink as
much as we want. There will
certainly not be an end to unethical lawyers who seek out
money regardless of the damage they may cause, or the ethical precedents they may set. In
other words, if this system of
top down oppression isn't
ended soon, we can look forward to yet another raising of
the legal drinking limit, curfews, prohibition and all of the
many other charming tricks
that paternalistic power structures use to maintain both their

however, we're watching this
same logic applied to not just
our school, but schools across
the nation. The really bothersome part is, they're letting it
happen.
Perhaps I'm an idealist. Perhaps my idea of COLLEGE is as
a place where learning and
truth are held as two of the most
important things in the world is
simply out of touch with the
way the world really works.
However, when the various big
business concerns knuckled
under and paid up, I wasn't that
surprised. They're job is simply
to make money and sometimes
that means biting a bullet, so to
speak. I thought college would
have some higher ideals though.
Rather than running scared, I
thought I could count on COLLEGE to stand up to something
that, simply put, just isn't right.
If you drink yourself to death,
that is not Evan Dobelle's, the
trustee's, or the fraternities'
fault. It's your own. You have
control, and therefore must take
responsibility for your actions.
One would imagine that is a
simple idea; an idea that certainly would not be simply
tossed aside by an institution as
learned (and righteous) as a college. After all, Trinity spends a
vast amount of money making
the world a better place with
initiatives across the nation and
the world, and yet we simply
leave this gross violation untouched, undiscussed, and even
encourage its growth.
College, as I understood it,
"*• MUwfre oiie Kdfn^J to be-

in our best interest" but that
somehow doesn't really make
me feel any better.
Now, the theory that responsibility (at least as far as it is legally defined) is flexible
enough to extend backwards,
forwards, or in whatever direction money might be found is
certainly not a new one. Between the prosecution of gun
makers for people who kill with
guns, cigarette manufacturers
for smokers, and even
McDonalds for idiots who pour
coffee in their laps, we have
been inculcated with the idea
that once you have touched
something, as long as you have
money in your pocket, you are
responsible for anything it may
be used for or do, eternally. Now,

come an adult One learned
facts, methods, and most importantly, one matured. Part of
maturity is taking responsibility. It doesn't seem that ridiculous to ask the very same thing
of our college. Please, we understand that it may be difficult,
but stand up for what you believe in. We look to you to figure out what it means to live in
the world, and what we're being
shown now is that it means that
you should do everything possible to avoid taking responsibility for your actions. Money
is often important, but it is
never important enough to
murder an ideal. Be the leaders
you want to be, and let the chips
fall where they may. You might
actually be surprised.

THE FUTURE OF TRINITY C/WAPUS SAFETY?

Student Input Lacking In New Dean Search
To The Editor:

ulty is extremely important
on campus." I agree. Since this
Having read the Tripod ar- college exist for students and
ticle from November 22,1999, for educating students, would
and having had to e-mail Prof. it not make sense for students
Cohen in order to become part to be formally included in the
of the information pipeline process th at decides who is goconcerning the Dean search, ing to lead their (the students)
there are some obvious flaws faculty? Prof. Alhgren apparconcerning student represen- ently agrees because the Tripod tells us that he believes
tation.
Let me start by saying I have that "the Dean of Faculty is an
been in contact with two of the academic leader for the stustudents on this e-mail list dents..."
who do not know how they got
This search is important for
to be invited to meet with the future of the college, and
these candidates. Why and for the future of the curricuhow were these four students lum and faculty. We have conselected? The two of them have cerns. Having a say in who
been unable to attend at the leads that faculty will be vital
times they have been invited for the students and faculty to
to meet these candidates. It is be able to continue to move
not good practice to invite stu- forward together.
dents to meet with candidates
I would like to help create a
for a position like this without student committee that meets
asking them if they can prop- with the final three candidates
erly represent the student and makes a formal recombody.
mendation to the President.
1 have come to the concluI would like to thank Prof.
sion that this selection process Cohn and Prof. Alhgren for inhas not sought out formal stu- viting any students at all. I
dent input. The schedule itself hope that my criticisms are
does not allot a time for "just seen as constructive and I look
students" to meet with these forward to working together
candidates. The Tripod article for the remainder of this
mentions that the candidates search.
meet "with the President... the
Deans staff and others." Prof. Sincerely,
Ahlgren is quoted as saying
"The position of Dean of Fac- J. Russell Fugett "01

Trinity Missed The Boat On Hank Lewis
To the Editor:

ministration. 1 have seen this
produce either apathy or anAs many of you know, Profes- ger from students who feel as
sor Hank Lewis will not be re- though their opinions have
turning to Trinity next year. little to no impact anymore
Those of you for tuna te enough However, the one saving grace
to know Hank as a professor in this unfortunate situation
surely share in my dismay that has been professors like Hank
the college has not recognized who make themselves accesthe contributions that he has sible and express interest in
made to the writing program the student's welfare. Hank
and college community in his was one of three professors to
two and a half years here. I say attend the first gathering of
this because 1 honestly believe the student sponsored reading,
that if the Trustees and other "Squeal." He attended and parhigher-ups had taken the time ticipated in this reading as a
to speak to his students and writer and a peer, not just a faccolleagues, they would be do- ulty member. The enjoyment
ing everything in their power that he received from listening
to insure that future students to the students was felt and aphave the opportunity to learn preciated by all.
from this extraordinary writer
As for his teaching, word
and educator.
spread very quickly in the fall
I am currently a senior Cre- of 1997 that those who graduative Writing: Fiction major ated without taking a class
who has had Hank as an advi- with Professor Lewis were dosor and professor. I am not ing themselves a disservice.
writing with any political in- Students who had never before
tentions nor am I criticizing considered a Creative Writing
the administration for their ac- major were suddenly trying to
tions, or lack there of, but out re-work their schedules to inof a need to recognize a man clude writing as an integral
who has inspired the commu- part of their studies. The fervor
nity with his gift for. writing for learning that Hank has
and sincere interest in lives of generated from his students is
his students. Those who don't something that deserves recknow Hank may not realize ognition.
how much he has brought to
I am truly saddened that
this campus. Whether it be Trinity is losing such a wonthrough his teaching, his effort derful professor. Hank, we
in bringing visiting writers to wish you the best of luck in
campus, or his willingness to your future endeavors and
stand up for student rights, of- know that you are a. truly irreten at the cost of his own pro- placeable member of the comfessional stability, he has been munity.
an inspiration to all. This year
in particular there has been a
growing sense of distance be- Sincerely,
tween the students and the adAshley Burns'00
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Message In A Bottle: Students
Set adrift In New Campus Plan
By ANDREW WEISS

Opinion Editor

Recently Trinity's campus
has begun to look more like a
small liberal arts college than
the demilitarized zone that we
have all come to know and love.
Some of the construction has
ended and the green grass that
once was in exile on many
quads has reappeared. It comes
then as no surprise that many
students, including my self,
have greeted these new developments with celebration. We are
finally are seeing some of the
fruits of a fall semester made
longer by construction, but before we drown in jubilation and
euphoria over the recent events
it is imperative that we step
back and take a more critical
look and examine the greater
context.
When the dust clears, all the
buildings are erected, and the
campus is eventually landscaped, the Trinity grounds will
certainly look and feel improved. But before we get too
excited about the gleaming new
facilities and so-called progress
that will be made, we must ask
ourselves what price we have
paid for these improvements.
Beyond the traditional sense of
economic and opportunity
costs all decisions in life come
along with some sort of cost.
What, then, is the price tag for
our mostly yet to be seen, shiny
new tribunes o[ the progress of
this school that even a 19th century nihilist could be proud of?
The price we pay, and will continue to pay, is a very high one.
1 am fearful that in the hustle
and bustle to finish these
projects that somewhere the
humanity of the campus is being lost. While our physical

they are not the only blocks that
an education is built on. If you
build it they will not necessarily. A gleaming new reading
room in our library won't automatically increase a student's
intellectual curiosity or performance. It seems that one price
for all these new buildings is our
education. We have traded in a
campus that could truly be a
better one academically for one
that simply looks better than we
have now.
Many of the small aspects of
campus life that make Trinity's
campus great have disappeared
due to the construction. While
these are not great endeavors of
the intellect, they nonetheless
are things that make the campus great. For instance, the ability to sit under a large shady tree
on the Life Sciences Quad or in
back of the Chapel has been put
on the price tag. Or how about
that extra sleep that you lost
because you happen to live in
south campus near the new
dorms that have been going up.
Perhaps you miss those parking
spaces that have always seemed
to be around. Add in the dirt,
confusion, and inconvenience
Moreover, it seems like the that have created an overall atultimate goal of theballyhooed mosphere that has not been
transformation of Trinity is get- conducive to promoting higher
ting lost in all the details. The education and the price skygoal of raising academic stan- rockets.
dards here is a noble one, and
Nothing in life comes withsome progress towards that end out a price, which may include
has been made over the last few some very large growing pains.
years. What seems to be miss- The worst part of our pains is
ing from the drawing board is a that many of the students will
reexamination of Trinity's aca- not even be around to reap any
demic program. The only sig- tangible benefits of the price
nificantly new program to go that we continue to,pay. Perhaps
along with the construction is that is a little selfish, but that is
the tutorial college. While this reality. The administration and
is a wonderful idea, it is only trustee's grand plan seems to
going to affect a small number have left out the students. We
of students. Bricks and mortar have paid the ultimate price
are important to a college, but their campus.
plant, like the proposed library
addition and the new admissions building, has been constantly expanding, an effort to
address other issues involving
the human body have been ignored. In fact, the polices of the
last few years have been rather
regressive. First, the adminis:
tration and Trustees have
largely ignored the opinions of
the student body. Case in point
is the search for a permanent
Dean of the Faculty. Whilestabilizing the situation in any administration position is
progressive and good for the
school, doing it at the expense
of student trust is another.
Many student members of the
search committee feel their
opinions were disregarded or
simply ignored. Furthermore.it
seems that with little or no
warning or input from the students the construction went up
almost over night. It started last
year when one afternoon 1
walked onto the Life Sciences
Quad and found that most was
a fenced off pit of dirt. Then this
semester, the campus looked
more like a construction site
than a liberal arts college.

WTO Impresses Us All At Last
Week's "Battle In Seattle"
BY RICHARD DOWNE

Opinion Writer

It's been an eventful week, and
I've found plenty of material for
my bimonthly tirade on the impending doom of our constitution and the police state bound
to accompany said series of
events. If I could have been in Seattle last week, 1 would have, just
to get my personal bias off my
chest, I hate the WTO.
I admit anticipating rioting
and violence. I am accused of
cynicism when 1 predict things
like this, but 1 consider it to be
more realism. 1 am not resigned
to this, I don't think it has to be
like this. But 1 think it's fairly reliable that things will shake out
like this a majority of the time.
Powerful people gathered together with interests important
to them at stake tend to be rash
and protective.
The WTO is a su perlegal organization, subject neither to real
supervision nor to oversight. Its
powers seek to expand and
broaden trade to an international language. As a libertarian,
I find it difficult to embrace protectionist theories under any circumstances. But the WTO is
virtually owned by multinational corporations since most
members are directly appointed

by corporations. They care little
or not at all for the working man
orfor the environment. Granted,
I do benefit fully from the WTO
as do a large part of students at
this college. But the underlying
theory is that such bad policies
that corrupt politics and society
ultimately hurt everyone.
Not to mention the fact that as
a young idealist, I'm not supposed to sell out until AFTER I
graduate. No, for the moment, it's
my job to dissociate myself from
the establishment in an attempt
to gain perspective and hopefully change the world for the
better before I become assimilated. But back to my tirade. Rioting can be fun, even a sort of
bloodsport. It helps one to channel everyday frustration at objects of authority. In the case of
officers of the law, the objects of
their workaday frustration:
"criminals." Those who they
might possibly sympathize with
under ordinary circumstances
are easy targets when the orders
of a superior officer mandate.
It was revealed during the protests, by an admission on the
part of several metropolitan police, that the Secret Service ordered the riots. They said the
president wouldn't come if the
streets weren't sterile. Incidentally, the president subsequently
killed talks to achieve political

ends. But he couldn't give the
protesters a sense of victory by
allowing his absence or their
presence to kill talks. He had to
make it clear it was to appease
unions and environmentalists.
Nothing against either of
those groups. They are the reason the protests took place. But
the president doesn't care about
them. He appeases them because
they hold clout with respect to
the dim electability of Vice President Gore.
But political posturing itself
does not cause riots. Confusion
in the law enforcement, caused
by orders given to cops telling
them to fire tear gas at everyone,
beat people, and attempt to quarantine peaceful demonstrators.
Gas grenades were fired at residents who were not even part of
the protests, thereby increasing
their numbers. Gas masks were
banned, preventing anyone from
protecting themselves. Indeed, it
seems strangely reminiscent of
Operation Urban Warrior
wherein US military was trained
for use in domestic clashes with
civilians.
The national guard was called
in. The mayor and police chief
both were heard saying things to
the effect of, "Protesters are not civilians." This is severe. Don't say
I didn't warn you when it happens. I'm not even sure we have
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A Few Simple Rules for A Better liberal Education At Trinity College
with the message.
To make up for that early failSo here I am, pounding the day- ure, I offer some practical rules for
lights out of my PowerMAC, try- judging what's liberal education
ing to provoke some discussion in and what's not.
the Trinity "community" of some
—Education-by-conversation
problems in how we operate, and takes two. Both parties must conwhat do I get?
verse, both must buy into it. If eiVirtual bupkus (Yiddish for ther professor or student lacks
"bupkus"). Casi nada.
interest in the other or confidence
A few facul ty friends have said, in the other, liberal education
"Right on, brother," "You go, dude," doesn't happen.
or other such phrases of encour—Liberal education is conversaagement.
tion/or the purpose of education,
I don't expect any response led by faculty, joined by students.
from administrators or trustees, If professors don't lead, if students
who seldom communicate volun- don't join, it doesn't happen.
tarily with faculty, and never with
—Liberal education isn't show
faculty who criticize them. The business. It isn't edutainment. A
President consults with nobody. good educator may amuse her stuDeans of the Faculty select a few dents, or she may not. She may
favorites and talk only with them. dazzle her students, or she may
In the eyes of trustees faculty are not. What makes a good teacher
the dowdier guests at banquets, is her ability to bring students
the help invited upstairs for an closer to her level of understandevening; what the trustees know ing. The proper place of dazzle in
about the college is what the ad- liberal education lies in the growministration feeds them. No seri- ing power of students co dazzle
ous talk, please—pass the rolls.
their professors.
Nor do I expect much response
—Education-by-conversation
from faculty who don't care for requires very long conversations.
my unpleasant remarks on re- Often a course isn't nearly long
search fetishism, faculty leaves, enough. If faculty aren't available
adjunct hires, indifference to stu- for long-term conversations, if
dents' interests, etc. The top rea- they're constantly coming and gosons for their silence:
ing, the conversation is inter3. They think I'm nuts.
rupted, the education is
2. They're afraid I'm not nuts.
diminished.
—Education-by-conversation
1. They know I'm right and
have the data to prove it.
happens out of classes as well as
The silence of students is more in them. If faculty aren't around
mystifying and more discourag- except for classes, if students never
ing. Students express plenty of
seek them out in office hours or
opinions in the TRIPOD. But they stop to talk on the Long Walk,
don't write about how well the some of the best of liberal educacollege is achieving its core pur- tion doesn't happen.
pose, which is liberal education.
written work is part of the liberal
Why not? The top reasons:
5. Students don't read the TRI- educational conversation. If faculty sit on papers lor weeks, if paPOD.
4. Students don't read anything pers come back graded but
otherwise unmarked, that ain't
by professors
3. Students are bored by dorky liberal education,
—Professors are entitled to have
subjects like liberal education.
2. Students are embarrassed by high expectations for students.
professors who use words like Remediation is a drag on conversation. The educational conversa"dorky" and invent Top-5 lists.
1. Students don't know what to tion cannot really begin unless
make of complaints about short- students have the skills and backcomings in liberal education, be- ground knowledge necessary to
cause they have no idea what sustain it.
liberal education is.
—If there's no conversation
If #1 is the main reason for stu- about education in the college's
dents' non-response to what I've education-by-conversation, there's
been saying, I'm partly to blame. no liberal education, and no colBack in September I published a lege.
TRIPOD column on liberal education as interactive, dialogic, edu- Sincerely,
cation-by-conversation. It was
very high-minded stuff, really
quite lovely in its way, but it was Eugene E. Leach
too abstract, too much like a lec- Professor of History and
ture. The medium was out of sync American Studies
To the Editor:

SGA Embezzlement Shenanigans Continue
unclear what the official administrative position is.
This letter is intended as a
Furthermore, I certainly did
brief response to the missive not intend to implicate Mr. Mello
written to The Tripod three when I recounted the rumors I
weeks ago by Darrick Mello '00. had heard before the scandal
Mr. Mello, the Student Govern- broke about SGA embezzlement.
ment Association Vice President The rumors concerned one of his
of Finance, was writing in re- predecessors, and had nothing to
sponse to an earlier letter of do with him. I apologize to him
mine regarding the recently dis- for any distress 1 may have
closed embezzlement of college caused with this mix-up.
funds by Trinity students. Mr. . In short, I wholeheartedly
Mello states in his letter that the agree with Mr. Mello that this isSGA was completely uninvolved sue will not be satisfactorily rein the embezzlement of funds, solved until the administration
and that the money was stolen releases a formal statement confrom Austin Arts Center, 1 am cerning the particulars of where
inclined to believe this state- the money was embezzled from.
ment, however, in the absence of I eagerly await this statement, alan official statement from the
administration, it is impossible though I sincerely doubt it will
to prove or disprove this state- be forthcoming. I can only hope
ment. So far, the administration that lam proved wrong.
has implied that the theft of
funds was from Austin Arts.
However, there has been con- Sincerely,
flicting in formation from various administrators, and it is
Lincoln Heineman '01
To the Editor:
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Campus Safety Drops The Big
Jack Boot On Student's Rights
BY ALEJANDRO QUIROGA

Opinion Writer

The other day, I was over by the Campus Safe ty Of fice and I needed to get over
to Clemens to meet a friend; There was
a Campus Safety van pulling out of the
driveway and Tasked thepfficer if I could
get a ride. His response, "Nope, sorry."
When I asked him why. hejust sped-up
and waved his hand apologizing.,I stood
there in shock as my nose and ears began to freeze over in the bitter late November air.: I couldn't believe it, why
couldn't I get a ride? I watched the van
drive up to the Party Barn and park, I
didn't realize that Vernon Street was
such a mob scene on Monday afternoons.
What could that Campus Safety Officer
be doing? Well, we know he couldn't be
guarding the Federal Credit Union, so 1
guess he would be doing what I would
be doing, watching Freshman girls come
in and out of North.
Honestly though, does anyone else feel
as though Campus Safety is a big joke?
We all heard about the story of C.S. officers chipping golf balls, but did you
hear about the officer who broke up a
party in Stowe at 2 a.m? The kicker is
that she was completely drunk. 1 was
there, I saw her. My friend who is a member of TCERT and knows the officer, was
the one to point out the fact that the officer was stumbling down the hall and
leaning up against the wall. What the
hell is going on here?
And then there is the most recent
Campus Safety controversy on Saturday
night before Thanksgiving break, 1 believe it was the 20th of November. There
was a large crowd outside of The Hall
and when Campus Safety came they
threw a student into the van for having
a beer and prete,ndiqg nQt-jtc^be^romo
Trinity. Then students surrounded the
van blocking the officer's escape. Well
apparently, this scared the officer and he
called Hartford Police, reporting a riot,
Are you kidding? So when the police arrived, the CS officer had to point out
someone to blame since four or so cruisers showed up, so he just points to a
couple of students who happened to
have been standing next to his van earlier. I by chance know three of the students that were arrested, yes arrested,
and they told me exactly what happened
.and there was nothing that they did that
should have put them in a Hartford jail

that night. The Campus Safety officer
just pointed them out only because he
remembered seeing them stand in front
of his precious van.
Maybe T need a better definition of
wrongful-arrest but when did standing
in a driveway in front of, or next to, a van
become a crime, arid don't give me that
disturbing the peace bull. No one was
breaking anything or being violent. In
fact, one could argue that the students
-blocking the campus safety van were.
:
using nonviolent protest against the
•wrongful constraint of a fellow Trinity
Student.
Does anyone else see something wrong
here? Does nobody else feel that we as
current Trinity students are being overlooked by the administration to protect
the schools reputation? Now, 1 know that
future enrollment of students is very
important for the school. That is of
course why we are building the Learning Corridor, and having all this wonderful (sarcastic) construction around
campus, but how about a little love for
us current students? After all, we are the
ones paying the bills around here. It is
our money being used for all of this and
I think we should get a little token of
appreciation. How about hot, in that case
running, water all through the year, and
maybe heat for all dorms, at the same
time. For that matter, would a couple of
new cable channels break the budget?
Maybe we could get our President back
from one of his several trips around the
world to help fight for us students...yeah
that might happen.
All 1 am saying is that we, as students
must stand up for our rights. I hear many
students talk about things that could be
fixed or improved on campus, yet there
is no action taking place, no one standing up. Even I am just writing a letter
office protesting. I guess 1 do not want
to stand outside alone. We as students
have the power to have a real voice here
at our school. We are the majority, we pay
the tuition, we all have parents that give
money, and we are the ones that tell prospective students if this is a school that
they would really like to go to. I mean
who here has not met a prospect a t some
point and told them if this school was
cool or not.
Well, right now it's not that cool. Let's
take a lesson from our parent's generation; students do have a voice, and do
have power, we just need to use it.

Trinity; Society Completely
Fails AIDS Awareness Test
BY BETH NETHERCOTE

Opinion Writer

During my Junior and Senior years of
high school, 1 did volunteer work for
an AIDS organization in Worcester, MA.
During the weeks leading up to when
I was to start volunteering, 1 had to attend various workshops on HIV/AIDS. 1
walked into those workshops thinking
that I knew everything there was to
know on HIV prevention and that I had
a good foundation of knowledge of what
the disease was, and walked out a
humbled and slightly wiser person.
There were so many things about HIV,
such as ways that transmission can further be avoided and how people who live
with HIV view themselves, that these
workshops opened my eyes to.
The reason why I am bringing up the
topic of my experiences is because I am
greatly bothered by the lack of interest
of such awareness education on campus.
Last Wednesday, December 1, was AIDS
Awareness Day. I did not even realize that
this important day had arrived until I
noticed some randomly placed flyers on
tables in Mather that appeared during
breakfast and were collected and thrown

away before dinner. I was disappointed
in the fact that there were no on campus
discussions or events planned for AIDS
Awareness Day. However, when I went
online to look for examples of what other
colleges in the area did for AIDS Awareness Day, I was once again disappointed
to find very few colleges that had anything either. The fact that Trinity is not
alone in its lack of awareness of the day
is not an excuse for Trinity's apathy, but
rather a red flag that the topic of HIV/
AIDS is not getting the attention that it
rightly deserves. Being in a city that not
only has the reputation of being the teen
pregnancy capital of America, but of
being one of the cities in which its high
schools are not allowed to distribute contraceptives, as an institution of higher
learning, Trinity should be showing a
good example to both its community
and to its neighboring schools that HIV/
AIDS is a topic that should be discussed
openly. AIDS Awareness Day was a brilliant opportunity for Trinity to embark
on journey of awareness and knowledge,
and we have missed the boat. Unfortunately, many of the events that were
scheduled in Hartford for AIDS Awareness Day and for the holiday season have
gone by.
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Administration Ignores Students Yet Again: Student
Voices Fall On Deaf Ears In Medical Office Changes
After the committee submitted its recommendations, it seems that the adminThe administration of this College has istration decided that more changes
given me many reasons this year to be needed to be made. However, this semesoutraged. Trees have been threatened, a ter, there is no committee. All decisions
parking lot was placed under my window seem to be summarily handed down by
with little to no warning, and the social the Office of the Vice President for Stulife on campus has been destroyed, dent Services. The administration rio
among numerous other things, and all of., longer feels.-the need.to .even pretend to.
this with little to no consultation.with consult students-and facultyon decisions
the student body. However, I am not cer- that affectour health and welfare. If these,
tain that 1 have ever been this angry be- rumors have any substance, than where,
fore. I have recently heard rumors that ' pray tell, will Trinity students go with
Health Services at Trinity are being re- their health problems? And why are these'
evaluated for the second year in a row, changes'being made? The Health Center
and that the jobs of all staff members has been running without a glitch since
employed by this department are threat- its restructuring. I have not heard a single
substantial complaint regarding the level
ened.
Last fall, I served on a committee with of its services.
members of the faculty, administration,
As a student of this College, I feel I have
and student body. This committee was the right to insist that the student body
charged with issuing a 'recommendation' and faculty be kept appraised of the situto Vice President Hertzberger with re- ation regarding Health Services at Trinity.
gards to the restructuring of the Trinity This is a matter that is of utmost imporCollege Medical Office. I have absolutely tance — one might even use the phrase
no idea why I was appointed to this com- "life & death." Students should have a say
mittee. My fellow students did not elect in any changes made to the Medical Ofme. The Student Government Associa- fice, and should be made aware of all intion did not appoint me. Perhaps it is be- formation-gathering activities that the
cause 1 was a member of the Student College undertakes, including the enlistHealth Advisory Committee, which ment of outside consultants, as seems to
Donna Pitts founded scant weeks before be a recurring theme just before large
she was dismissed, and which was numbers of staff members suddenly no
promptly swallowed by the joint com- longer work for Trinity. If there is any
mittee. This by no means made me a true grain of truth to the rumors circulating,
voice for my fellow students. I attempted then I can assure you that Trinity College
to act conscientiously, however, and will have one fewer contributing alum
gather the opinions of fellow students next year. I am tired of being stonewalled
and make them heard in the meetings. It and ignored.
I feel that the.
is unfortunate that I did not realize at the administration's habits of disregarding
time that I was merely a pawn in the students must come to an end. Students
administration's smoke-screen. I could have a right to be informed, and to have
have saved much time and energy if I had their opinions heard and respected.
realized at the start that my opinions
would tall upon deaf ears, just as the
opinions of other student representatives Sincerely,
on similar committees were ignored by
jqnathan S. White '00
To the Editor:

Behavior Of Campus Safety Is Outrageous And
Offensive During Saturday Night Round-Up
To The Editor:
My name is Katey Ferguson and I'm a
sophomore here at Trinity. On November 20,
something happened to me that not only insulted me deeply, but also made me feel like
Trinity is not the kind of place that 1 can be
if I want to feel secure in my surroundings.
Frankly, I am outraged. Last night three
if my friends and I were leaving a party at
approximately 2:30 in the morning when we saw a friend of ours in an altercation with
some Campus Safety officers. We stopped for
a moment to see what was going on and to
talk to some of our other friends who were
.lso standing there. A large group of students
had by this point gathered in the area to .
watch the excitement, A few minutes later,
Hartford Police Department cars drove up
with their lights on and the police officers
as well as Campus Safety told everyone to
clear out. Since my friends and I were standing fairly far away from the actual scene, we
were some of the last people to cross the
street on our way to south campus where we
live. As we were crossing the street, we were
:old to stop. I myself was grabbed by a Hart'ord police officer and my three friends and
were told to put our hands on the officer's
car and "shut up" despite the fact that none
of us had been doing anything wrong, and
the four of us were in fact simply cooperating with their direction for all of us to leave.
When we tried to explain that we-were
merely on our way home, they told us that
we were going to be arrested and to "lose the
attitude."
At this point, I think that it is important
to note the fact that I was not being belligerent with the officers, we were just confused
and trying to be as polite as possible so as to
not make them angry and actually arrest us.
All of us cooperated with them then as we
had been since they had arrived. My three
friends and I were then made to stand with
our hands of the trunk of the cop car for ten
minutes, being verbally harassed by multiple police and watching our other friends
be put in the back of their cars, and all because we were trying to cross the street.
Not only is this extreme] y offensive to me
and my friends, it is also a clear case of harassment. We were yelled at and subjugated

to humiliation for the crime of leaving a
party at the wrong time. We areguilty of the
crime of curiosity. We were curious to see
what was being done to o ur friend as he was
physically taken to a campus safety van and
forced inside for failure to show an ID. Furthermore, 1 watched other friends of mine
be arrested for exercising theiT first Amendment right to freedom of speech. One of my
friends told the officers that what they were
doing was wrong and that the students were
going to speak out about it, and he was arrested. Another one of my friends came to
the car where the four of us were standing
to ask if we were ok and she was then given
a pat-down, told to put her hands behind her
, head, and arrested.
I honestly do not see what any of us were
doing that would warrant such behavior on
the part of both Campus Safety and the
Hartford Police. It seems tome like the whole
situation got carried away. There were so
many officers on the scene that I could not
accurately give a number of how many of
them there were. All of them were treating
us like we were dangerous criminals. When
I removed one hand from the car for a moment to get my hair out of my face, a police
officer told me Calong with a long string of
expletives) to get my hand back on the car,
as if I might be going for a weapon, Now, I
am a 19 year old college student out with
friends, I don't see how we could be really
perceived as a threat.
I am not sure what code of behavior all of
these officers were following, but I would be
interested to know what it is that gives them
the right to treat innocent students like
criminals. It's simply not illegal for a college
student to go out on a Saturday night with
friends. Right now I hope that this story gets
out to the students and whoever is in charge
will get the message from angry students.
We deserve the right to feel like we can go
out and have fun without having to worry
about being hassled by the police, and last
night I" feel like that right was taken away
from me.
Sincerely,
Katey Ferguson '02

.
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SGA President Address
Last year, my SGA Presiden t.
campaign platform promised
to"createaninclusiveand proactive SGA" and "a clear vision
for the year." These things have
not happened yet. For this, I
apologize to the student body.
I feel as though SGA has been
proactive in some aspects, but
because of circumstance, we
have been forced to be reactionary. There were times this
semester when my vision for
SGA seemed impossible to
achieve thisyear.l cannowsay
that Ihave hope. To begin, next
semester, SGA will announce
acontract with theschool that
will provide a clear vision and
plan for the student body.
There are some issues en
which I must update the student body. Currently; SGA has
been successful in managi fig
its funds this semester. Became
of this, President Dobelle has
taken $25,000 off of ihc
$200,000 debt. While 1 appreciate how President Dabelle
and VP of Finance Mike .West,
have honored their word in
doing this, I feel the student
body is still getting the short
end of the stick. The plan currently in place would require
SGA to pay $50,000 off the fop
of the Student Activities Fun J
(SAF) over rhe next three >va r>.
All undergraduate students
pay $220 a year to this fund,
which the SGA allocates i-.,
student groups. This would
make it so that the class of
200 J woAl L.c.ci Lave the lull
SAF 1 here are thi ee groups iebponsible lor the debt that was
accuri'i|.iie'i,-.v1 ^G A it d r he

plains our position and these mester. In dorms, student gatli erings have been broken up befacts.
fore
quiet hours, and drinks
Many of you by now are
aware of an incident in which have been poured out of winfive students were arrested. dows by Campus Safety. I have
There have been many ac- watched as three Campus
counts of what occurred that Safety officers have watched us
night, but there are two sets of as we have gathered on Venion
facts that exist: the facts as seen St. I have seen oflicers that run
by the students and the facts as through crowds of students in
seen by the Campus Safety of- order to make them pour out
ficers. Students were not violent alcohol. Is this ne-essary on our
that evening, nor were they campus?
Every time sorm-orie in authreatening violence.
I believe that there was a level thority confronts ;\ student,
of fear amongst the students the possibility of a scene like
who were there that night that the one that occurred at St As
was caused by Campus Safety. I becomes that mm h mot e 1 ikely
also believe char the students We do not need, nor want HPU
involved cnuld ha\e handled on o\iv campus arresting sluthe situation be Her by getting deti's on weekends We must
off of the prorc: t>, .ind by titke care of our own .iflairs
show'.ni: J.O when asked Idon'r N'*xi semester, our social life
know if Campus Salary con- will be better on this campus.
Jucit-d themselves appropri- While alcohol will remain an
ately that night, and 1 don t issue, 1 am confident lhal if stuknow if srudents conducted dents can .continue to demonthemselves properly that night
I do know that the level of communication and respect between Campus Safety and the
student body is poor We must
respect each other, and lean icll
you that is far from the case on
both sides.
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strate more responsibility, then
even chat won't be a serious issue in the near future. This semester can be characterized as
being a series of mistakes, but
all of these have now been corrected for the spring
Chairmen oi the Board of
Trustees Thomas Johnson did
say thai academics, new buildings, and student i ile, are his pn •
only.
He also said that "iuturc srudenthi" were his consideration.
While 1 am confidcni. thai President Djbelle has she current
students interest in mind ar all
times, ii is hard to maintain lhal
tonJidence when the Trustees
apparently do not.
Members of rhe Student Affairs Coir, miuee oi the Board of
Trustees visited us las! Tuesday
and Wednesday.
Many of us didn't know they
were coining until the day before. The Trustees did nor con-
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tact SGA or any other students
LO find out what rimes would
be good lo meet whh us. Al ter
all, we are rhe reason that they
were here
The mecLingswc'reseiupfor
a Wednesday afternoon This
meant thar fewsrudenr leaderwho were contacted by the administration could jioand thai
ihe genera! student body
could not be alerted in time.
I still do not leel that we as
student-; are valued a? equal
citizens of our community. 1
feel that we are still customers
L do I eel ilia', we are moving in
the rif;hrdirection 'I hKseniesler you heard irom and about
SGA
i\'ext semester, you will see
SGA. and you will have an oppor t unity to work witli SGA so
that we all can move closer to
becoming a community of
srudents, rhai. ran make Trinity the place we know ii can be.

Campus, Safety and the SLUdent body u:c ihe two groups
who niiisr find a way !••> dca!
wirh t he alcohol policy that is in
pbuc, because Campus Safely
ulriniaiely has lo enforce ir
1 hey have now been told to
nuke. every student, pour uuc
their drink if it is in an open
container. While l.undecstand •
thatthisisthelaW.lhaveapfdb-* '
Ifin with rhe enforcement of
tl'isiw;..).

1

Jireetly tjanrgtlu nuiden of
0K debt. SuA, this week has
sent a letter to Mr. W;.-,r and
I'jevident 7Jo'-vlle that ex-

C'linpLS Satcty and 01 her Ad •
mimsrratjrs have been more
involved in confronting students more then ever this se-

Oklahoma
Twelve YearOld Fires on
Classmates

of a car that dropped him off at
the school "It's my understanding he fired all the rounds" in a
9 mm handgun, said Lt. Tim
Brown of the Muskogee County
Sheriff's Department. Investigators don't know who owned the
gun. The boy was subdued by
the school safety officer,
Wilmoth said.
The superintendent said he
was not aware of the suspect
having any problems at the
middle school, which has about
450 students in grades six,
seven and eight.
The wounded — three boys
and a girl — were taken to hospitals in the region; some of
them transported by helicopter.

FORT GIBSON, (CNN) - A
13-year-old boy firing a 9 mm
semiautomatic
handgun
wounded four classmates at
their rural Oklahoma middle
school before being subdued
and taken into custody. The victims were taken to hospitals;
their injuries did not appear lifethreatening.
The alleged gunman, who
has not been identified by authorities, was ordered held by a
juvenile court judge at a hearing
Monday afternoon.
;
Police knew of no motive for
the shootings in Fort Gibson, a
town of about 3,500 about 50
miles southeast of Tulsa.
"He doesn't even know who it
was he shot," said Muskogee
County Sheriff's Deputy Terry
Cragg, who spoke to the boy
briefly in the isolation cell at the
county jail, "There was not a
hate thing. I asked him why. He
said, 'I don't know."1
Cragg said the boy did not
appear remorseful and had a
blank look on his face.
School Superintendent Steve
Wilmoth said students were
gathered outside before the 8
a.m. start of classes at Fort
Gibson Middle School when the
suspect, a seventh-grader, "just
walked up and opened fire on
them."
Wilmoth said the boy began
firing shortly after getting out

SGA President Russell Fugett

Rockwell said there was simply
"not enough time to do the
work." He suggested WTO ministers would arrange to meet
again in perhaps a few months
to continue previously schedules talks on agriculture and
services trade.
The talks opened a huge rift
between rich Western nations
and poorer developing countries over U.S. President Bill
Clinton's insistence that strong
workers' rights be included in
any new trade pact.
Labor standardsarea key demand for Clinton, who has one
eye on labor unions, a key constituency for Democrats going
into the 2000 presidential election.
ter for delegates to walk away
Opponents of WTO claim the
Seattle
without a firm commitment to Geneva-based body that sets
Evaluates
future talks than to strike a global trade rules is a menace
Damage By
flawed accord.
that puts the interests of multiFrench Prime Minister Lionel national corporations over conProtesters
Jospin said the failure of the cerns about ordinary people
SEATTLE (CNN) - Seattle talks should not be overly dra- and the environment.
business owners on Saturday matized, but the world's big
tallied the damage, patched players were mostly to blame.
Violence
broken windows and washed
Late Friday, after 36 hours of
away graffiti after days of pro- nonstop talks among trade
Between
tests over the just-ended World ministers from the WTO's 135
Chechnya and
Trade Organization conference. member nations, the group adRussia
Meanwhile, delegates assessed journed. The Geneva-based
the fallout from their failure to WTO, which was established to
Escaieates
reach agreement on talks to set rules for global trade, reportopen global markets.
edly was divided over labor and
The Seattle talks were called agriculture issues
GROZNY, Russia (CNN) to set an agenda for the next
Director-General Mike Moore With Moscow closing the ring
round of global trade discus- tried to reassure ministers that of steel around the Chechen
sions. But the meeting was dis- the effort expended in Seattle capital Grozny, Chechen forces
rupted by public clashes would not be wasted when new are increasingly turning to the
between police and protesters in talks convene in Geneva early guerrilla tactics that the Rusthe Seattle streets and by pri- next year.
sians have been anxious to
vate disagreements among
WTO spokesman Keith avoid. Russian bombs and artilWTO delegates behind closed
doors.
A British official called the
meeting a "missed opportunity."
"Free trade and open commerce
are a bringer of opportunity
and not a threat," said Stephen
Byers, Britain's Trade and Industry Secretary.
But French Foreign Minister
Hubert Vedrine said it was bet-

lery hammered Chechen cities
and towns Saturday and Sunday, insisting they will not attempt to storm Grozny — the
scene of the worst fighting during the 1994-1996 war in which
Chechnya broke away from
Russia. Russian forces appear
unprepared to risk major
ground attacks, which would
almost certainly result in heavy
casualties, but have put the city
under siege.
The Russians have bombed
the rebel strongholds of Argun
and Urus-Martan for days as
well, seeking to wipe out militants entrenched in the cities.
Chechen rebels say they will
fight on to hold their ravaged
capital. Thousands have reportedly dug in to face any Russian
advance, and they say they will
show no mercy. Chechen commanders have complicated the
Russian advance by planting
mines and building "serious"
fortifications, said Col. Yuri Em,
a Russian commander at
Argun, according to the ITARTass news agency. Meanwhile,
Moscow strongly denied reports from Chechen civilians
that masked troops had massacred dozens of people fleeing
Grozny.
U.S.-sponsored Radio Liberty
reported on Saturday that
masked Russian troops had
killed at least 40 people trying
to leave. The Defense Ministry
denied that report, which said
the civilians were trying to
leave in a convoy. The Defense
Ministry labeled accounts of the
incident as "disinformation."
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Trinity College Joins the
Fair Labor Association
RADOST RANGELOVA
News Writer

This summer, Trinity, along
with 125 other colleges and universities in the United States,
became part of the Fair Labor
Association. In this way, the college gave its support to an organization, the goal of which is to
monitor and regulate the labor
conditions and the rights of the
workers in major companies
and corporations.
The Fair Labor Association
(FLA) is a new initiative. It is a
group composed of colleges,
universities and labor organizations, which have come tolietK'i rr»pi imotestanJ<nds fin

fair labor conditions. The
association's Code of Conduct
includes regulations regarding
forced labor, child labor, harassment and abuse, nondiscrimination, health and safety,
freedom of association and collective bargaining, wages and
benefits, hours of work and
overtime compensation.
FLA by internal monitoring
of their factories and by independent external monitoring.
The latter will follow definite
evaluation guidelines and criteria and will consist of announced and unannounced
inspections of the way employers comply with the labor standards at the workplace.

lected in an annual report,
which will demonstrate the extent to which the respective organizations
follow the
regulations defined by FLA.
Trinity's, as well as the other
universities' and colleges' role in
FLA is represented mainly by
the "prestige that they give to
the association," as Sharon
Herzberger points out. Dr.
Herzberger also says, "Colleges
and universities needed to get
together as a block in order to
be able to wield collective pressure on corporations." "All our
vendors should acknowledge
the FLA standards, and we will
comply with them," says the
bookstore's general manager
The l U i . i w i l l then be <_ol- Larry Gal. "If a vendor is not
part of the association, we won't
use it for our purchases. "In the
past there have been objections
at Trinity against the college's
membership in the association.
The students who protested last
year argued for stronger measures and for publicity of the
data discovered by FLA. In response, Dr. Herzberger explains
that at the moment this is the
only organization willing to
undertake such an initiative.
"FLA has the potential to develop as a very effective organization," she says. In fact, NIKE
and Reebok have already agreed
to disclose their plants and to
abide by the standards of FLA.
Dr. Herzberger also adds, "By
joining we demonstrate that we

covered by the FLA policies.

Hartford Federal Credit Union was recently the
of an attempted robbery.

NATE CURTIS

Trinity Reacts To
Botched Robbery
continued from page one
there were no witnesses who
saw the direction of the men after they fled the bank.
At 12:30 P.M., Thomas was
transported to the Trinity College medical office, where his
eyes were checked, due to some

scription for the second suspect.
The second male is described
as Hispanic. He was wearing a
green and gray Philadelphia
Eagles jacket.
The jacket had an insignia of
an eagle on the back. He also
wore a hood over his head and a

"We have found somebody who likely saw
the two men minutes before they entered the
bank at the corner of Broad Street and Vernon
Street" - Campus Safety Director Brian Kelly
lingering pain. Wilson was
taken to the Hartford Hospital
Emergency Room for treatment.
One of the suspects is being
described as a Hispanic male,
between the ages of 20 and 25,
with an approximate height of
5'9", and weight of approxi-

mg notningT

dark scarf over his face.
Kelly does report that since
the incident, there may be a
witness who could have possibly seen the suspects before
they entered the credit union.
"We have found somebody
who likely saw the two men
jninutes before they entered the
bank at the corner of Broad
Street and Vernon Street," commented Kelly.
Because the incident is still
being investigated by the Hartford Police Department, Hartford Federal Credit Union
employees are unable to comment on the incident.

blue jacket, dark jeans, and a
blue hood pulled over his head
UMass
the UMass police. There is, how- ing some aspects of the case while in the bank.
ever, a sketch available of the over to Dr. Henry Lee,
Students
He was also wearing a scarf
perpetrator of the second rape Connecticut's public safety around his face.
Remain Wary
commissioner, who gained naat UMass on Nov 9.
With the aid of the bank's
After Attacks
Safety precautions being tional notoriety for his work on video camera, the Hartford Po(The Amherst Student)- Al- taken at UMass were outlined in the OJ. Simpson and the Jon- lice were able to establish a dethough there have been no new a letter from Scott, including Benet Ramsey murder cases:
The only named suspect in
incidents of sexual assault over increased security in the form of
the past two weeks, Campus foot, bike and mounted patrols, the case, Jovin's senior thesis
Police at UMass are urging stu- increased escort service and ad- advisor and former Yale lecturer
dents to continue conducting ditional lighting in the Campus James R. Van de Velde '82, left
Yaleaf ter his one-year contract
themselves with a heightened Pond area.
level of awareness and concern
while police continue their
search for the perpetrators of
the assaults that have jarred the
campus in the past month.
Information is still being
Murder of Yale
gathered about the most recent
with the University expired last
semester. Van de Velde emphatiattack, a Nov. 16 assault on a fe- Student
cally denies any connection to
male University of MassachuRemains
the murder.
setts (UMass) student at knife
Last month, detectives sent
point. According to a letter from
Unsolved
samples of cat hair harvested
UMass Chancellor David K.
(The Yale Daily News)- It has fromjovin's body toDr. Stephen
Scott to the parents of UMass
students, "the knife has been re- almost been a year to the day J. O'Brien, chief of the National
covered and the Massachusetts since Yale stood still on Dec. 4, Institute of Health's Laboratory
State Police are providing foren- 1998. Yet 364 days after the of Genomic Diversity in Marymurder of Suzanne Jovin '99,21, land.
sic assistance."
Lee confirmed that he is plan"I'm very confident that an international relations major
they're not related," said Cam- from Goettingen, Germany, ning to perform a "reconstrucpus Police Chief John Carter friends, police and criminal jus- tion" of the murder and the
about the incidents at the Col- tice experts remain optimistic crime scene this month, but delege and UMass. He said that that New Haven's only unsolved nied reports in the New Haven
laws requiring confidentiality murder case of 1998 will even- Register that he plans to re-enact the crime. "We don't do that
prevented him from explaining tually be cracked.
anymore," Lee said. He said he
Jovin,
a
Davenport
senior,
was
why.
According to Campus Police, killed at about 9:45 p.m. on a will examine the "sequence of
there is no investigation into the warm Friday during the last the murder, look at the timing
.two reported incidents at the week of classes for the fall se- and distances involved, which
is what we usually do."
College. "The physical descrip- mester. Police found her sufferTrinity College inducted members of the senior class into
ing
from
more
than
17
stab
As for why there has been no
tions we got are vague enough
Phi Beta Kappa in a ceremony held Monday evening, Shown
that they may help us to elimi- wounds in a residential neigh- arrest in a year, officials disisjoel Elzig receiving his certificate. Otherstudents inducted
nate a suspect, but other than borhood a mile north of cam- agree. Sources familiar with the
into Phi Beta Kappa include Chad1 M. Bennett, Karmen L,
case
said
the
police
investigapus.
•Brownson, Melissa' A-. Church, James E: Conant, Jenny A.
that, there's no physical eviPolice appear to be redou- tion so far is based on circumDeRosa, Elisabeth C Healey, John D. Hoblitzell, III .Rachel L..
dence to go on," said Carter.
Lorenz, Gordon J. Mann, IHJamie S. Mazur, Adam L. Or, and
In the UMass investigation, bling their effort in the last few stantial evidence and that they
Carrie A, Rorer,
,
there have been no new leads, weeks, re-interviewing Yale stu- have been reluctant to seek an
which is under the direction of dents and professors and hand- arrest warrant.

Phi Beta Kappa
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Community Outreach Holds Students Arrested
Its Fourth Annual Gift Drive At St. Anthony's Hall
BY RUTE PINHEL

News Writer

For the past two weeks, Community Outreach held its Annual Holiday Gift Drive to
collect toys, gifts and party supplies to be donated to the Hartford Interval House. In a QPsent
to Trinity students, Joe Barber
remarked,"We are now entering
the time of year that our
thoughts shift to giving and receiving and most of all being
thankful for everything we
have. It's a time to think about
others and perhaps bring some
joy into a person's life who may
not be as fortunate."
For the fourth successive year,
donations have been collected
in an ongoing partnership with
Hartford Interval House. Although the drive ended on Monday, December 6, donations will
still be collected in the Community Service office.
Hartford Interval House
serves 24 towns in Connecticut
and is Connecticut's largest
non-profit domestic violence
intervention and prevention organization. It is the only organization in theGreater Hartford
Area solely dedicated to ad-

dressing domestic violence.
Hartford Interval House provides services to adults and
children in the areas of community education and crisis intervention.
The Hartford Interval House
provides an annual holiday
party that includes past and
present clients. Last year 250
children and adults attended
the party. This year, they anticipate an attendance of 300 families at their December 11 party.
Together with the food and entertainment there will be activities that celebrate Christmas,
Hanukkah, K wanzaa and Three
Kings Day.
In addition to this party,
Hartford Interval House also
provides gifts to all women and
children who are currently in
the shelter or who have been
past residents. This year Hartford Enterval House needs to collect 2000 gifts to be handed out
at their holiday party.
Community Outreach requests supplies for the annual
holiday party: paper goods,
plastic utensils, decorations,
Polaroid film, and wrapping
supplies. As for the collection
taken for holiday gifts to be distributed the children, items re-

quested included baby toys and
crib blankets for children under
2 years; dolls, coloring books,
and Lego sets for 3-5 years; craft
kits, board games, cars and
trucks for 6-10 years; radios,
books, sports equipment for 1012 years; walkmans, books, gift
certificates for 12 years-teenagers.
Among the holiday gift suggestions for adults are gloves/
scarves, sweaters, perfume and
nightgowns.
Emphasis was placed on donations of gifts for adults and
teenagers that always fall short
of need. The Hartford Interval
House is a non-profit organization and all donations are taxdeductible.
All donations were due in the
Community Service Office by
December 6,1999 because volunteers at the Hartford Interval
House have a lot of work to do
once they receive the donations.
Donations past the deadline
will be accepted in theCommunity Service Office, located in
Mather basement between the
bookstore and the game room.
Any questions should be directed to Joe Barber, Assistant
Director of Community Service,
ext. 4256.

Hartford Fire
Leads to
Injuries

into the sides of the building, tenance records are stored,
and to get at the product deep Nozzolio said.
inside," Kelley said,
Nozzolio acknowledged on
How much longer until it's "Friday that tliere was a skeleton
out?
crew on d^ity during the ex(The Hartford Courant)- A
"It's hard to give an estimate," tended Than, kjsgiy ing weekend,
Hartford man suffered first-and he said. "We really started pen- and it did not check the temsecond-degree burns Saturday etrating."
peratures of the compost mixin a hallway fire on Lisbon
Today marks a full week of ture.
Street.
efforts by more than 100 Hart"It was most recently checked
Joseph Socha, 44, of 50 ford firefighters, MDC employ- before the Thanksgiving•holiLisbon St. was listed in serious ees and construction workers to . day," he said.
, •',.
but stable condition inthe burn extinguish the 300-ton mixture
Nozzolio said workers had
unit of Bridgeport Hospital, a
spokeswoman said,
Hartford police and fire department units went to the
third floor of the six-family
apartment building at about 8
a.m. Saturday and found a small
fire in the hallway.
Police said Socha suffered of dried sewage cakes and not been aggressively turning
from smoke inhalation and woodchips burning inside the the material since October,
burns on his torso.
building.
when the MDC facility stopped
No one else was injured in the
MDC spokesman Matt accepting new sludge. "The mafire, police said. It caused slight Nozzolio said Saturday that air terial has not been rotated since
or moderate damage to the test results for 30 volatile late October. The plant was dorbuilding, police said.
chemicals, including benzene mant.
The Hartford fire marshal is and ethyl and vinyl chloride,
"We staffed the facility and
investigating.
found "nothing that would ex- conducted normal record keepceed the exposure limits previ- ing."
ously established by the state
Nozzolio couldn't say
Hartford
Department of Environmental whether leaving the compost in
Firefighters
Protection."
the facility for more than 28
• "They look very good," he days produced hot spots that
Continue to
caught fire. Workers did attend
said.
Contain Plant
Nozzolio said smoke was re- to the dozens of air tubes in each
Fire
ported drifting south near vessel that moved air from outWethersfield and neighboring side into the composting con(The Hartford Courant)- As towns, but the MDC had only tainers.
Hartford firefighters battled the received one complaint, comFire officials said during the
massive sewage composting pared with 200 the day before. past week that the fire had
plant fire Saturday for the sevRojac Air Quality Services, of transformed large mounds of
enth straight day, construction Bloomfield, conducted the air compost material into huge
crews dismantled an internal quality testing, and the results coals - the size of boulders and
air circulation system so cranes were analyzed by a company in too hot to extinguish by tradican scoop up what is left of the Ohio.
tional means.
smoldering compost, authoriWhile officials have said the
Nozzolio said the MDC plans
ties said.
blaze probably was the result of today to remove the stainless
Late Saturday afternoon, spontaneous combustion, offi- steel tubes once used to suck air
Deputy Chief James Kelley said cials can't really describe what from the outside into the
the Metropolitan District happened during the early composting vessels.
Commission's decision to rip off hours of the morning last SunRight now, they are in the way
the roof late last week was the day, before workers called the of huge construction machines
best solution from a firef ighti ng fire department.
waiting to scoop up all the restandpoint.
"We can't get into the build- maining material inside the
"We were able to punch holes ing right now," where the main- building.

Haxtford News

scriptions of events are strikingly different.
The Campus Safety reports
describe a large group of students "kicking, punching, rocking and spitting on the vehicle"
while "shouting obscenities and
chanting 'LET HIM GO'." Students on the scene, gave radically different statements. "You
know the charges," said
Alexandra Fiedler '02, "none of
that happened, it was completely passive." Fiedler was
later arrested and held, occasionally in shackles, for over
twelve hours. "We were standing behind the van to protest."
recalled Tom King, "the engine
and lights were all off, I mean,
if they had started it we would
have gotten out of the way." The
van did not move until Hartford
Police and additional Campus
Safety officers appeared on the
scene. According to Campus
Safety, "approximately six Hartford Police officers arrived on
scene." Students involved recalled at least eight.
Although the Campus Safety
reports end with the appearance of the officers and the arrest of the students, the students
involved recall a far less resolved scene. "They came and
jumped out with their bats,"
According to GSO Kula, , stated Fiedler, "everyone was
Rothman was remanded by trying to get out of their
force only after "Mr. Rothman way...they just grabbed a bunch
resisted and had to be taken tp f
the vehicle with the assistance!' • ftreet.' iecUer,stated that she
of CSO Ramos." Rothman
was arrested only when she remaintained, when interviewed
turned, attempting to inform
by The Tripod, that he was pas- the officer who was holding
sive throughout the affair. "I four of her teammates that the
think I just became a focal women had not been involved.
point for their inability to dis- When she asked him if they
perse the crowd." Campus were alright, he responded, acSafety's reports claim that cording to her, "get on the
Rothman was pulled by a fucking car or I'll arrest you too."
backpack strap, but Rothman Fiedler was forced to join her
claims that he was grabbed by friends on the trunk of the veboth a strap and an arm, leav- hicle, and was eventually aring serious bruises
rested. Later, according to
It was not until Rothman Fielder, the same officer told her
was placed in custody that the that "If you hadn't tried to be a
scene that many Trinity stu- fucking hero, 1 wouldn't have
dents remember began to un- arrested you." The four women
fold. Several students (it she was asking about were later
remains unclear precisely how released without charges.
many; students involved place
Katherine Ferguson '02, one
the number around three or of the students held on the back
four, CSO Kula estimated "15- of the car, was very disturbed by
20" in his report) blocked the events. "I was shocked,"she told
driveway and refused to allow the Tripod, "I hadn't done anythe vehicle to leave with thing wrong, we were trying to
Rothman. Once again, the desee ARREST on page nine
continued from page one
be physically removed if he did
not comply, Rothman responded "I want to be taken out
of here." At this point Campus
Safety reports differ on the progression of events.
According to one report, that
of Campus Safety Officer
(CSO) Kula, Rothman was escorted to the edge of the property and told not to return.
Later, according to Kula,
Rothman attempted to gain
entry again, at which point he
was asked for his student ID.
The other two officers on the
scene stated that Rothman was
never successfully ejected a
first time, nor warned not to
return. Their reports recorded
that Rothman was removed
after refusing to show his Trinity ID or leave the property at
all. Rothman maintains that
he was arrested merely for refusing to produce his ID, "I was
basically scared, you know, so I
said 'no, 1 won't show you my
ID' and they grabbed me and
threw me in the van.. 1 was basically arrested for not showing
my Trinity ID." All do involved
agree that Rothman was eventually remanded to the inside
of a Campus Safety van parked
in a nearby driveway.

Political
i in te IJJL
Study in London, England

SUMMER 2OOO

This six-week program explores the
merging worlds of consumer, political,
and election campaign communications
in the U.K. and the U.S. and will study
the strategies and communication techniques essential for selling products and
influencing public opinion,

232 Bay State Rd., Sth Floor
Boston, MA, 02215
617/353-9888
abro«d@l>u.cdii
www.bii.eilu/iil>ir«>tu!
An equal .opportunity,, offirmatti'v action friKtitulion.
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Recent Actions Of Campus
Safety Officers Criticized
continued from page eight
cooperate and they were intimidating
us and threatening to arrest us. We got
the impression that nobody knew why
we were there, or even whether or not
we should, be arrested." When she
asked one of the non-uniformed Campus Safety officers why they were being held, he responded, "Because I am
the Assistant Director and I'll do as I
damn well please." She was unable to
recall his name.
When Hartford Police finally left the
scene, they took five Trinity Students
with them. All but one were eventually
convicted. Tom King, who was not convicted of any crime, stated that his prosecutor remarked "I have no idea why

you were arrested" after reviewing the
police reports.
Currently, an inquiry is underway to
determine the events of that night. It re. mains unclear whether disciplinary action will be taken against either the
students involved or the Campus Safety
officers who responded. All can agree
however, that things remain very unclear. "There was a question there and
that's why the matter has been turned
over to a board of inquiry," said Brian
Kelly, Director of Campus Safety. He
continued, "I have not been informed yet
of the results of that inquiry, but we're
looking into what happened, why it happened, and how we can prevent something like that from happening again."

Election 2000
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On The Beat
$2 Now Or $75,000 Later
On Saturday, December 4, two students were arrested outside the Vernon
Social Center at approximately 11:45 PM. The students were attempting to
enter the party without paying before being stopped by a Campus Safety
officer. The students became disruptive and struggled with a Hartford police officer on the scene at the time. The students were charged with assault
in the second degree, interfering with a police officer, and breach of peace,
The bail for one of the students was $75,000.

How Did YOU Get Into College?
On the evening of December 4, between 8:30 and 9:30 PM, a student left
her purse in front of the Little dormitory and returned to find that the contents, including twenty dollars and credit cards, had been removed.

Hey, That's My Antenna!
After parking his car in the North Campus lot on December 4, a student
returned the following day and discovered that the antennae to his 2000
Honda Civic had been damaged. The Hartford Police Department is currently investigating.

Hey, That's My Windshield!
On December 4, a student parked in the Wiggins parking lot found the
windshield of their car had been broken and small dents were found on the
hood.

Hey, That's My Stereo!
COURTESY OF AMEU A AMES

Last Thursday, December 2, the Trinity College Republicans sponsored a trip
to Manchester, New Hampshire to see the Republican primary presidential debate. Pictured (left to right) are Melissa Church '00, Amelia Ames '00, Presidential candidate Senator John MpCam,(R- AZ), and Joe Reynolds '03,

Between 3:00 AM and 1:00 PM on December 4, someone attempted to remove the stereo of a 1990Jeep Wrangler parked behind Hahsen Hall. Nothing was taken, and Hartford police are currently investigating.

AMERICAN SKANDIA
Campus Recruiting
Positions AvailableMarketing Support Representative
Investment Marketing Associate
Marketing Associate
Project Coordinators
Project Office Manager
Product Management Associate
Competition Analyst
Service Representative

Interviews:
Wednesday,
December 10,1999
Smith House
8:30 AM to 4:30 PM

For more information visit Trinity Recruiting!
www.trincoll.edu/depts/career/
Career Services - 45 Seabury

'
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So You Thought Christmas
Only Comes Once A Year?
BY ABIGAIL THOMAS
' - Features Editor

Across the country, hundreds
of people are flocking together
to share a piece of holiday hell -the mail
The holiday spirit begins out
in the parking lot. After circling
the building endlessly,dodging
all those drivers who seem to
forget their driving skills and
their brains once they pull into
the parking lot, you finally stalk
a pair of happy shoppers to
their car. Blinker on, you wait
patiently as they try 57 differ-

several toy stores housed under
this roof. You make your way to
the nearest one. The store is
thronged with a daunting mass
of humanity, but what the hell?
Each child has the same item
next to their name - their parents swore it was all they
wanted - Pokemon paraphernalia. We will let your ignorant
delusions alone for the time being; at least until you've wandered the store long enough to
notice the handwritten sign
proclaiming "NO POKEMON Next Shipment on Thursday."
You have just stumbled upon
the hottest toy craze of Decem-

ent ways to
pack their
loot
into
their trunk,
discuss their
marriage
problems in
the front seat,
and adjust
mirrors and
make-up,
only to lose
the spot to a
sleek
red
convertible
that darts in
while the
doddering
couple backs
up within
inches of
your '•'from
bumper In a
fit of anger,
while you walk the mile from
your new parking spot, you
stick your chewing gum onto
their windshield.
You walk in the entrance
closest to you, already brimming with cheer from your
half-hour in the parking lot.
The glass doors part to reveal a
maze that they call a department store. Dodging mannequins and display tables, you
wander through stacks of
children's clothing, denim and
ancient hosiery.
Suddenly you spot the makeup counters. From your extensive mall experience, you know
that this signals the exit from
the dreaded nameless department store. Only one obstacle
remains between you and relative freedom. Squeezing your
way between women piling
make-up into their wrinkles,
women sticking perfume atomizers and their breasts into your
face, women promising to reverse 'the aging process, and

ber 1999; the one thing that every parent is trying to secure for
their child. Forget beanie babies, Tickle Me Elmo, or Furbies
- this year it is only these
strangejapanimation creatures
with names that sound like
sneezes that will survive elementary school playground
bragging sessions.
Four toy stores later, you are
wondering why the hell you
can't just duck into the Disney
store and pick up some random
video. The fact that the store is
almost empty, aside from the
smiling employees waiting to
attack you as you walk in the
door, is a clue that this just isn't
the "cool" thing for do for an
eleven-year old. In frustration
you decide to tackle kids' presents later.
Clothes are the next thingson
your list; something today's
teenager will wear and their
parents will still talk to you after their offspring unwrap the
package. Stumbling into the

In q fit of anger, while you walk the mile
from your new parking spot, you stick your
chewing gum onto their windshield.
stacks of free gifts threatening
to topple, you barely reach the
wide open safety of the mall.
Glancing behind you, you
briefly wonder why they cram
those counters so close.together.
The real challenge is about to
begin. Out of your back pocket
comes a list. (You are an organized person, at least for the
sake of this article.) Topping the
list areseveral children. A quick
look at one of the mall directories assures you that there are

nearest GAP you are bombarded by extremely loud,
barely recognizable techno
Christmas carols. It is difficult
to tell the sales clerks from some
of the shoppers, but you figure
anyone you ask will have a better idea about what you are
looking for than you do. Eventually you are holding a stack of
what you hope is appropriate
clothing; heading for the cashier, you suddenly realize that the
end of the line is not in sight.

Wending your way through
racks of clothing, you trace the
snakelike line - identifiable because they are the only people
holding relatively still - all the
way to its end. Too bad you are
already developing a headache
that throbs to the beat of the
bass blaring from the speakers
surrounding you.
Toes tapping impatiently, you
observe a bevy of female teenagers several people in front of
you. Mentally you begin to disparage their pack-animal tendencies, when you notice that
they are actually reenacting the
changing of the guards. The
giggling mass moves in, picks
up two of its members, deposits
two more in their place, and
then moves out of the store.
This process is repeated several
times while you stand there, feet
and back aching. Finally you
reach the counter, endure the
snaps from the impatient employee, reel when the total is
barked at you, and somehow
manage to stumble out, laden
with bags.

You have been stuck in the
mall without fresh air for a
seeming eternity, and you have
only succeeded in securing one
of the items on your list. Now
seems like the perfect time to
grab a cool drink and develop a
strategic game plan for the rest
of your afterrpon. There is
some hesitation as you approach yet another line, but the
pictures of caffeinated beverages spur you on. Finally you
secure your frozen coffee. Practicing that hip check you developed playing hockey, you fend
off other exhausted shoppers to
secure a seat on a bench near the
center of the mall. Amazed that
your body can relax into the
stiff back of the seat - shopping
is stressful - you have a wonderful opportunity to peoplewatch.
Children's screams attract
your attention. No, this is not a
public incidence of child-abuse;
at least, it is not generally considered such. A long line (there
seems to be a trend here) of children and parents spills out of a
little hut decorated with prancing reindeer and gamboling
elves. The Santa house. As the
young children approach, their
already whiny voices mutate to
shrill screams of terror when
they spy the jolly fat man with
the beard. For instance, at the
very moment you happen to be
watching, a young mother is
trying to coax a smile from her
eight-month old. Obviously a
first time parent, she has succumbed to the general delusion
that this is something to which
every parent must subject their
children. As you watch, how• ever, Santa gives up on the baby
and somehow convinces the attractive young mother to take
the child's place. Blushing, she
perches on his knee. Santa's getting a thrill now.
Enough with the Santa house.
While parents stand in line,
their children wander to the
nearby fountain. One ingenious
boy, tired of throwing away
money, has decided to go fishing. After three near misses, he

finally lands with a splash in
the fountain. His mother does
not seem too impressed by the
handful of coins with which he
presents her; her voices gives the
word "shrill" new meanings as
she tries to express her displeasure over the fact that his "portrait outfit" is now soaked
through. Oh well.
Tossing your empty cup into

perfect time to practice that
new Christmas dance. Part
Hoky-poky and part Mambo
Number 5, you are feeling fortunate that the mall provides a
sound system to promote the
holiday cheer. People might
start staring, but who cares?
You haven't seen the outside
world in what feels like decades,
you have been breathing the

Forget beanie babies, Tickle Me Elmo, or
Furbies - this year it is only these strange
creatures with names that sound like sneezes.
same air for ages, you have to pee
so badly you are dancing
around like a five year old, and
you are only on the fourth step
from the bottom. Just when you
are considering ducki ng behind
a potted plant, a stall opens, saving you from further disgrace.
Checking your watch, you
note that it is 5:30pm. You have
a holiday party in just under
two hours and you are still
trapped in the mall. Moreover,
your shopping trip has been
relatively unproductive. You
might as well be blindfolded, so
long does it take for you to find
an exit from the mall. Something about a mouse and a maze
comes to mind
h v u
Shrugging, you head to the
fhe thought. "*'
classical music section. A few
Gasping in your first breath
moments of deliberation and
you select a random selection of fresh air, you realize that
from the shelf. They all sound night has fallen. It would be
the same anyway; Aunt Rhonda nice to see the twinkling stars,
or Uncle Fred will never know but the ineffective lights in the
the difference. To get out of this parking lot prevent that. At
store you have to pass thirty-six least they serve some purpose.
electronic scanners, verifying Now is the true test: you have
that you, indeed, have not survived toy stores, department
sneaked anything into your stores, a million lines, but can
hefty GAP bag. All this and you find your car?
Thank whomever it is that
there is still a chain of security
created remote car alarms.
guards ringing the front.
About this time that coffee Wandering aimlessly between
has worked its way through the aisles pushing that forbidyour system. It is usually im- den red button, you can eventupossible to find a bathroom in ally locate your car by the
annoying
screeches
and flashing lights.
Hopefully
no other
disgruntled
shopper
sees you slip
into your
car or they
m i g h t
choose you
as the outlet
for their anger;
you
broke the
peace setting off that
d a m n
alarm seven
times.

a nearby trash can, you decide
that, since there is no way to escape the ubiquitous Christmas
music, your next stop should
probably the CD store. Elbowing your way through the security guards standing shoulder
-to-shoulder, you pause to observe, with mild amusement,
their attempts to, stop a shoplifter. After digging through his
many bags, they determine that
nothing stolen has been slipped
into any of them. As he vents
his frustration on the hapless
guard, another shady character
slips through the crack and
dashes down the crowded hallway.

As you
http;//members.tripodcom/"lamPokemon/index.html
can see, gothe mall, but today, because it is ing to the mall is not my favorone of the busy holiday shop- ite activity. Even during the
ping sprees, it is relatively easy eleven months of the year when
to spot. It must be that door at comparative shopping sanity
the end of the line spilling from prevails, I detest having to make
the second story onto the stairs. that trek. The world is not
Taking your place onthe third enough to convince me to drive
step from the bottom, you pre- to the nearest mall this Decempare for another wait. Sure ber, Instead I think I will sit
enough, hours seem to crawl alone in my office - bah humpast. Having exhausted your bug indeed - and learn the true
possibilities, now seems like the value of the internet.
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Not Just Nostalgic Nonsense
Preserving Mom And Pop Operations: Why It Matters
BY LINCOLN
r

s HEINEMAN

Features Writer

During the Thanksgiving
break, a few high school friends
and I were on one of our patented aimless drives hear my
hometown when we made a
shocking discovery.
Johnson's Drive-In, a leftover
diner from the 1950's and a constant presence in the area in
which I have lived my entire
life, had closed its doors for good.
Gone was the cigarette vending
machine which dispensed tobacco (in direct violation of federal law), as well as the garish
neon sign that rarely worked,
and the restaurant's own brand
of draft root- beer which you
could buy in gallon jugs. Gone
were the high school girls on
roller-skates who still served
you your food in the parking lot
on plastic trays, along with the
gleaming linoleum countertop
inside.
What made the closure of
this aging dinosaur most shocking was the fact that I believed
Johnson's Drive-In would always be there. It was a landmark, after all, and I guess I
thought that most landmarks
don't disappear without a fight,
or at least some kind of notification to the surrounding populace.
The truth is, I had a special
place in my heart for this dingy
S.V. .&DQQIL AmLnfflK-

that it's gone I only have an increasingly vague memory of it.
What makes my nostalgia so
incongruous, of course, is that I
did not live during the 50's, and
my understanding of what this
decade signified is severely limited by my absence from it.
What I do know about this era
comes from films, late night
television, the vague remembrances of my parents, and a rudimentary explanation from a
high school history class of the
over-arching history of the decade.
Of course, the diner I admired
so much during its existence
only emphasized the positive
aspects of its heyday, like the
beginnings of rock and roll and
cars that had both speed and
sleek styling. Johnson's Drivein certainly did not dwell on
subjects like societal and sexual

the artifacts of time - the physical objects of bygone eras
which, through either chance or
design, still exist in everyday
life.
While I didn't experience
these artifacts in their historical
context, they add a richness and
complexity to everyday life that
would otherwise be absent.
They provide a constant reminder of the past, and its successes and failures. Most
importantly, they don't allow us
to forget what came before. My
nostalgic feelings also concern
the fact that Johnson's Drive-In
was different.
No matter how many national fast food joints open up in
my hometown, Johnson's had
both food and atmosphere that
could beat all of those clones
under the table. The food you
got there was unique - I've never

P4
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Every time a drive-in restaurant or drive-in
theater goes bankrupt, or a blues dub where
great musicians played closes, a little piece
of the past goes with it
repression, systemic discrimination against African-Americans, or even the "unsafe at any
speed" condition of the aforementioned cars.
My nostalgia for something
which I didn't experience does
not have much to do with any
of these things, or even with the
195O's in particular. It has more

Top Ten Holiday Mishaps At
The Mall
10. Mall cops declare martial law, new
government formed in second floor, Nordstrom's
9. Jingle All The Way
8. Making a Freudian slip when giving
directions, accidentally referring to the cologne
spraying department clerk as the drink swilling
abusive father
7. Five Shoppers blinded by drinking an Orange
Julius
6. Woody A Hen hits a mime
5. 300 missing children found when Macy's
employees repair broken escalator engine
4. Mall Santa with Tourret's syndrome
3. Creepy Radio Shack employees unveil clapper
activated death robot, 500 killed
2. Pokemon manufacturers accused of stealing
childrens'souls
1. Real life run for the border.starts when INS
arrives at the food court

past, with the history of the
community in which I grew up.
This past might be fascinating
or informative, or petty and
had root beer quite that good mundane, or maybe even ugly
and shameful, but it should not
anywhere else.
Every time a drive-in restau- be forgotten or tossed aside
rant or drive-in theater goes when it is no longer "useful."
bankrupt, or a blues club where These small, independent busigreat musicians played closes, a nesses are one of the last bullittle piece of the past goes with warks against the hegemony in
it. What is really lost when the marketplace of massive glothese small, independently op- bal corporations, which
erated and owned landmarks go threaten to turn the commercial
landscape of the United States
W
4 4

into a monotonous wasteland.
Places like Johnson's Drive-In
reaffirm the idea of difference
(and perhaps even that oft-used
catch phrase, diversity).
The latest word from home is'
that a Burger King is slated to be
built where Johnson's Drive-in
was. This despite the fact that
there is already a McDonald's
not one hundred feet away. I
guess no one ever claimed that
the future would be heterogeneous, or even tasteful, for that
matter.

At these prices, it's too bad
we don't sell cars.
Moybe one day we will sell cars, food ond everything else you need. But right now, ifs greot deals on texrboob every day. You con sove up to 40%, ond you'll get your books i
] to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit cord. Varstty8ooks.com is 100% pronteed secure. Try saying (hot about a new SUV.

SAVE UP TO 40% O NTEXTBOOKS.
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I Want My MTV: TV As An Anti-Depressant
Television is Not Simply Mindless Rubbish. It is Important To Appreciate The True Value Of Its Qualities
the realistic giggle after everyone else
has finished laughing. The laugh track
must never stop going; it must be the
soundtrack to the show.
It's wonderful because when you're
OK, so I'm severely depressed, and
what is the one thing you can do when depressed and staring blankly at the
you're depressed that will fix every- television, you don't ever have to actually think about what's funny or not.
thing? That's right, watch television.
Let that blaring screenjust enter your The laugh track tells you. You don't even
brain waves until you can't think about have to take the energy to laugh because
anything but "One Day at a Time" and the laugh track is already doing it for
you, and quite well, I may add. While
"Velveeta Shells and Cheese."
It's sad but true that I know every you may not personally view Mr. Roper
"Saved by the Bell" episode and not one finding Krissy and Jack in a seemingly
solitary thing about physics. Yes, yes, 1 compromising position in every episode
know that television rots your brain, but of "Three's Company" funny, if the laugh
when you're down there's no better rem- track says it's so, it must be true.
edy.
2. It must also have the aspect of preSo, as I stared blankly at the screen dictability.
When depressed, you don't want any
this weekend, I began to get a feel for
what makes the best television when in more surprises. Therefore the show
despair - mindless television. Some must be predictable from start to finish.
While it would be nice, in some ways,
would argue that all television is mind». BYDARCYROAKE
1(
' Features Writer

Ah, nothing like budding young love.
The best example of this are the golden
years of "Boy Meets World" when we saw
Cory and his best friend (the preteen
misunderstood heart-throb of the time)
travel the canals of love with many
young girls. While the romance never
gets particularly steamy these boys cer-

5. There must always be way too
many commercials with really annoying jingles that stick in your head.
This is especially important because
then you can sustain this mindless,
numb state throughout the day, even
when you can't sit in front of the television. Say, for example, during classtime.

Plus when you're sitting alonefeelingsorryforyourself
you can say, "At least one day I'll be as witty as those
spunky Golden Girls."

tainly do play the field.
Speaking of golden years, an incredible example of mindless television is
"The Golden Girls." Now that's quality.
Who doesn't see the comedy in a bunch
of kooky old women living together in
Miami? Plus when you're sitting alone
feeling sorry for yourself you can say, "At
least one day III be as witty as those
spunky Golden Girls."
4. Animation can also fit into this catIt's wonderful because when you're depressed and staring egory.
•
blankly at the television, you don't ever have to actually Sound effects are key, because then
think about what's funny or not funny. The laugh track you don't really even have to watch the
screen to know what's going on; you can
tells you.
hear it. Just don't turn it up too loud mindless television should always be
less - at that 1 scoff. Mindless television to see Michelle Tanner chain-sawed to listened to at a low murmur.
"Scooby Doo" is the epitome of the
is an art form that very few shows truly death at the end of an episode of "Full
attain. PBS or Bravo could never make House," it is important that she isn't. You best of mindless animation. Not only is
the cut, no matter how hard they tried. can't break the chain of predictability. it animated with a laugh track (do they
So I want to set down a few basics Everything will always turn out all think that they can fool us into thinkabout what makes the best mindless right and Michelle will come out of ev- ing that the cartoon is live?), but it is also
television. A sort of "guide" for the for- ery half-hour episode with all her limbs the most predictable of all predictable
shows. Who doesn't know that they're
lorn. It could save lives.
intact.
1. It must have a laugh track, and not
3. When possible, boys and girls going to take off the monster's mask in
just any laugh track.
, around 13 are required to be a central as- the end to reveal the shady character
It has to have trie most canned,ridicu- -., pect of trie show, and we must be sucked that was introduced at the beginning of
the show?
Ibuslaughtrack on earth, complete with into their personal relationships. «

Keep singing the "Hot Pockets" song to
yourself over and over again, and I promise you won't be able to think about one
other thing. Fortunately, your problems
will melt away. Unfortunately, you'll
probably fail your class
6. Watch MTV.
There is nothing more mindless in the
whole world then the entire MTV empire-. True, it may not fit into all of the
above categories, but it is the epitome of
worthless. After hours of Christina
Aguilera videos you won't be able to feel
anything.
There is a warning, however. Carson
Daly and his immense stupidity may
bring up your emotions of hate and anger. That's natural. Just slowly change
the channel when he comes on - he is
the Anti-Christ.
So there you have it, how to survive
heart-wrenching pain. Bury your sorrows In the little box they call television.
Remember these rules or you may end
up watching the History Channel and
actually learning something. The last
thing you want to do when in immense
pain is to actually have to think. So sit
back, relax and watch your MTV.

I'll Be Home For Christmas Der Uberkollum:
BY BRIAN NANOS
Features Writer •
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I knew that it might not feel like it yet,
but we have actually entered the holidays. Let me be the first to say Happy
Holidays, everybody. Tis the season the
season to be jolly (fa la la la la)
Trust me, once we get past all the
work that seems to have just fallen in
front of us from out of nowhere, we w ill
find ourselves smack-dab in the middle
of the holiday season. I like the holidays, The holidays are a time for giving. (Note to guys: to the best of my
knowledge, that line has never worked.)
In the spirit of the holidays, my family is taking measures to make sure that
I am comfortable with moving back
and forth from Trinity to "home." You
see, they've read that moving back and
forth between two different homes can
be disturbing for the college freshman.
Therefore, they are going to change
their normal holiday traditions in order
to make their house more closely resemble Trinity College.
The first change that my family
plans to make affects Christmas dinner.
You see, I live in North Campus, so as a
matter of convince, I eat almost all of
my meals in the Bistro. My family is
going-to change Christmas dinner so
that i t reminds me of the good old 'stro.
Therefore, my family decided not to
serve wine, or any beverages for that
matter, with Christmas dinner. They
know that if you are eating at the Bistro,
the meal never comes with a drink. In
regular Trinity fashion, if my parents
want to have a little alcohol during the
holiday, they will have to drink enough
in their room with the door closed before
the festivities begin, so that the buzz will
last for the rest of the night. Christmas
dinner, by the way, will be "Totally
Tortellini."

After Christmas dinner, in order to
make me feel more at home, my family
plans to end the tradition of gathering
in the living room and exchanging
gifts. Instead, we will go outside and
walk up and down the street while
looking for something to do. Occasionally, one of us will say "1 hear there's
something at AD." Then, someone else
will reply "No, they're not letting anyone in anymore." We'll do this until we
get bored; then we'll all get a hot dog
and go to bed.
I'm very lucky to have parents who
care enough about me to try and make
the holidays comfortable for me. With
such a caring family, I'm half way to
having the best Christmas ever. "What's
the other half?" you ask. That's simple,
my friend.
Good presents.
The pressure of making this Christmas the best ever lies in the hands of
one jolly old elf, Saint Nick himself. In
order for this Christmas to be the best
ever, I should get good presents. Santa
should give me Pokemon.
I don't know what Pokemon is, but I
read somewhere that it is very popular
these days. I figure that if I come back
to school with a lot of Pokemon stuff,
I'll be the most popular guy on campus.
I bet the ladies won't be able to take their
hands off the guy with all the Pokemon
stuff.
1 think that I'll get my Christmas
wish, too. I've been very good this year.
If you can remember correctly, I started
my own service organization in order
to provide upper classmen women
dates with the best looking, most
charming freshman on campus (That
would be me.) In fact, to ensure that
Santa knows how good of a guy I am,
this organization is going to be in service over all of holiday vacation.
After all, the holidays are a time for

The
Uberkollum Konkluded
GEOFFREY STEVENS
Features'Editor

My High School French Teacher, despite her stereotypical alcoholic demeanor, was, at times, capable of
exerting some academic pressure on
her students. Because of this, during
my junior year of high school, I read
Anouilh's version of the classic
Antigone. At the time, I remember being struck by the timeless resonance of
the conflict between the youthfully
idealistic and the older, more jaded
adults. I also remember feeling, for at
least a few weeks after reading the play,
that the conflict outlined in the text
stood as an allegory for each struggle in
my life. Specifically, I soon realized that
it was Antigone who ends up getting

f reshingly vibrant alternative to the average grown up. They became more
and more characterized as pathetic,
mentally underdeveloped children.
This included each fresh- out- of- college professor that taught in the school,
as well as each blindly liberal student
in attendance. Now, because I attended
a Quaker School, this meant that, starting in November of 11th grade, I viewed
every person with whom I came into
contact as my mental inferior. Thus,
my high school years were shaped by
the unshakeable conviction that I was
the mental superior of each and every
person in my age group who happened
to give the impression that they were
the sort to fight the idealistic fight.
Gradually, as I came to college, this philosophy remained the same, but it expanded. Soon it encompassed all

/ soon became the only one in the world who realized
that the liberally minded masses that surrounded me were
wasting their time, and would know as soon as they
became over 30 what 1 knew then.
locked away, and ended up trying to
somehow hasten the mental aging process that would let me become the jaded
and, more importantly, victorious
Creon. Within minutes of this resolution, a resolve was firmly planted
within my malleable high school mind,
and I soon became the only one in the
world who realized that the liberally
minded masses that surrounded me
were wasting their time, and would
know as soon as they became over 30
what I knew then.
This event in my life, though seemingly irrelevant, affected me greatly in
that it made me see every youthfully
idealistic person in my life less as a re-

except those who specifically presented themselves as overwhelmingly
jaded and fed up with the incomprehensible collection of idiots that surrounded them on a daily basis.
In college, I left behind most of the
peace corps pupa that taught me in
high school. This meant that it was no
longer the norm for the professor's parking lot to be full of the peace corps
graduate automobile —the rusted Japanese import pickup truck. Thus, when
I came to.college, there was a tough period of adjustment associated with not
being surrounded by these caricatures.
The first year of my enrollment here
see Uberkollum, page thirteen
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Uberkollum,
Continued From Page 12
was difficult. I couldn't deal with the
fact that those students surrounding
me we no longer knee jerk liberals. My
problems were soon soothed, however,
with the realization that I could group
each person at college into a similar, if
slightly different group. So, after initial difficulty, 1 soon became once again
satisfied that each person at this school
was really just a carbon copy of the student next to him. Learning anyone's
name was really not worth the effort,
and soon became a moot point. Better
to just let the 70% of this class remain
an undefined mass than actually go

Koxitinuen
be better run if I was at the helm. I will
soon be able to devote all of my time to
actually running the college. With
help from the Opinion section, I feel
confident that I can finally implement
the changes that have been discussed
throughout my tenure at this fine institution. In my current state of mind,
I realize the contribution that the Tripod has made to my life. I am currently
assured that every thought that I can
contribute to any topic is not only
right, but original and ground-breaking. It is revolutionary enough so that
the average person will not immediately appreciate the scope of my ideas.

I've had to gauge, now that I'm on my way out, how well I fit into
the ranks of the Tripod staff. My assurance in my convictions that
I can run this school better single-handedly than all of the current
administrators and faculty was severely tested.
through the effort of remembering the
ultimately trivial individual differences that set apart my hall mates.
This may seem out of the blue, but I
actually started thinking about these
events in my life history as this is the
last issue of the Tripod that I will be
acting as Features Editor. My
magnanimus attitude has come in
handy this semester. This article concludes a meaningful period in my life,
and I find I've had to gauge, now that
I'm on my way out, how well this quality has made me fit into the ranks of
the Tripod staff. My assurance in, my
convictions that I can run this school
better single-handedly than all of the
current administrators and faculty
was tested. Thankfully, though, as I
emerge from the newsroom, I am no
longer caught up in the petty act of
writing about how the college would

It's like being drunk every waking
hour. I also appreciate the fact that I
would not be capable of preaching my
ideas if I thought for a moment that the
people to whom I preach are anything
but the mindless stereotypes that they
are.Thankfully, both my private education and my experienceat the Tripod
have instilled in me an unshakeable
confidence that allows me to appreciate the fact that the world as it is represents a current, sorry, Geoffrey
Stevens-less state. So, faithful reader, as
you read this, realize that your problems will soon not seem to be as great.
Being no longer obligated to edit this
section, and having reaped the benefit
of a private school education, the world
will now enter a new golden age. This
article is a call to atms for all of my fellow know- it- alls. I'm going to be running this damn college inside of a week.

Crossword 101
ACROSS
1Brlm
5 Assumed name
10 Beauticians' needs
14 Precedes Scout &
wonder
15 Mexican chip
16 Cowboy's accessory
17 Dollar bilis
18 Michigan and Ontario
20 Ocean
21 Carries
22 Double curves
23 Not these
25 Children's toy
27 Henry __ Lodge
29 Medical siphons
33 Adjust
34 Sudden mass hysteria
35 Cheerleader's retort
36 Get out of bed
37 Sweet music
38 Aviation prefix
39 L M W architect
40 Back and __,
41 Dish
42 First Ughts
44 Slats
45 Matador's bravos
46 Steer away
48 Strong point
51 Sheep counting place
52 Not or
55 Grandpa's brother
58 Celebes ox
59 Warmth
60 More lucid
61JetorKlng
62 A small Island
63 Teen ending
DOWN
1 Vanities
2 Have brunch
3 US desert region
4 Overhead trains

Mongaine's
Torzot
GEMINI

SAGITTARIUS •£

MAY2I-XIN2O
You have exams and papers up the yinyang this week, but you just cannot concentrate, can you? Well, you'd better try this is not the time to be sitting around
playing Snood. That game can rule your life
and you're ready to let it do just that. Put
the mouse down, back.away from the computer, and go to the library.

NOV22-DE.C2I
Problems keeping you up at night? Don't
know how to handle a difficult situation?
Ignore your confusing and conflicting
dreams and turn instead to the clarity of
the waking hours. The Queen of Cups will
lead you if you allow yourself to follow your
deepest intuition. Trust in yourself and
your holidays will be bright.

CMti CANCER

CAPRICORN

fjlj

JUN2.-JULZ2
DLX22-JAN 1?
Unlike
some
people, you've been able to
'Tis the season for things to go awry, so you
should be prepared to act quickly. Whether overcome the temptation of making lateyour last paper refuses to print or your car night Tap runs when a paper is due the
gets stuck in the first snowfall on the way next morning. But be careful, your stress
home, all will come out right in the end if level is doing nothing good for your blood
you respond creatively. Think MacGyver. pressure. Take'some time out to relax playPS. Hang your mistletoe strategically -1 see ing that Snood game that your Gemini
friends can't seem to break away from.
some Christmas cuddling in your future.

LEO.

AQUARIUS
JAN 20 - fH6 i a

XIL25-AUG22

The Ace of Cups offers emotional renewal
in its purest sense and promises an especially rewarding holiday season this year.
You will have a much needed opportunity
to step back from troubling issues and reexamine your values. But remember - this
is the season for giving, so be genuinely
thankful for your blessings and pass the
things you have on to the ones you love.

A change is coming your ways for the holidays. In fact, the cards are talking about a
great transformation in your life and the
beginning of a new era. Hmmm. That
sounds a little ominous. Maybe you'd best
stay away from Times Square this New
Years Eve. You never know which innocent
bystander is concealing a bomb.

VIRGO
TlSCES

AUG2>-SfiPT22

fE.5 19-MAKZo

Virgo, you're taking on exams like the good,
You knew when you started playing with reliable student that you are. Stop snickermatches that something was likely to ing, I'm serious. You are impressing somecatch tire. Unfortunately, the fire has one with your study habits and hopefully
spread. Denial is not the way to solve this it's the professor, not the guy who sits next
reaSstill-checking his list,-scr < to you and tries to copy your quizzes. Keep
'fess up and straighten things out before up the good work and keep your answers
shielded.
you head home to hang your stocking.

By Ed Canty

"Great Fun *
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ARIES
MAR 21 -AfK
Nobody likes to spend Christmas alone,
but the reversed Two of Cups is not a good
omen for yuletide bliss. During this busy
time of year, it's often easy to forget about
those we care about the most, so if you've
got a long term SO, consider making him/
her feel extra-special about now. A little
effort will go a long way towards a pleasant, peaceful winter,

LJSRA
SEFT 25 -OCT 22 j _
Libra, you really have to get your act together this week. For example, now would
be an excellent time to start on that 30
page research paper that's due on Thursday. You don't even have a topic, do you'
But you DO have a hangover. Awww. You'd
better take two aspirins, put down the
beer, put on your coat, and follow Gernin:
to the library.

TAURUS

SCORPIO
OCT25-NOV2I

2O - MAY 2O

You've got tests, papers, presentations, Looks like someone's mood swings got him
labwork...not to mention shopping, travel into a bit of trouble with the love interest
plans, Christmas card lists and so much again. That's okay. It doesn't look like this
else. Time to take a deep breath and repeat one was meant to last. Next time, try and
"I think 1 can" many times. When down, be a little more understanding, but for now,
take heart in the fact that, no matter what just go home for Winter Break and forgei
religion you are, the season only lasts for about the whole thing. Nothing heals the
25 more days before you can celebrate The heart like three weeks off campus. She may
End. I highly recommend starting the next never speak to you again, but then again, if
millennium with a nice long nap.
you chill out, she might.
5 Beef cattle
6 Huge
7 Clinches the game
6 Word of satisfaction
flWIno
10 Knight's quest
11 Oxen Joiner
12 Fencing sword
13 45 min, with a psych,
19 Common sense
21 Senate majority leader
24 Great expectations
25 Type of mob
26 0neof18A
27 Quibbles
28 Farewell Francois!
29 Seamen
30 Victor Borge & Hamlet ?

38Jai_
40 Choice cut
41 Trudge
43 Revolve
46 More competent
47 Swerves

48 E-J connector
49 Earthy finds
50 Tangible
51 Teenage woe
53 Biblical navigator
54 Challenge
56 Max. neighbor

•an •MM

o

o

57 Slow horse

58 Words with king ot carte
•s.

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDC943Z@aokom
Mall: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Sdtenectady, NY 12301
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"There's a great power in
words, If you dont hitch

too many of them fogetrwr.'
.. Josh Billings
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31 Dirt

32 Clogs, for one
34 Small holes
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End of Days: End of A Career?
Suspects) who is possessed by
Satan.
Arts Writer
While protecting the body
that Satan has possessed, "the
Some of you might be asking man" is shot at and Jericho takes
what is End of Days? You prob- a bullet for him. Jericho and
ably didn't know that Arnold Chicago chase the shooter and
Schwarzeneggger had just put they later find out about the
out a new movie. It is the only prophecy. This leads them to
movie being released in theatres the girl, Christine York, played
this December that deals with by Robin Tunney (The Craft).
the millennium and the prophMost of the movie consists of
ecies. The movie begins in 1979 Jericho protecting Christine
in Vatican City where we learn from Satan. Satan is not the
that a baby girl is born and is only enemy Christine must be
chosen to carry Satan's child. protected from. As we see in the
The catch is that Satan must beginning of the movie there is
impregnate her from 11:00 to a sect of priests that believe that
12:00 at night on December 31, the chosen one must be killed
1999.
so that Satan cannot reproduce.
The movie fast forwards There are also Satan's followers
twenty years to the dark apart- who have sold their souls and
ment of Jericho Cane (Arnold have superhuman powers.
Schwarzenegger). Soon after we
This leads to Arnold getting
get the idea that this movie isn't kicked around by people half
going to give us the invincible his size, which is always fun to
Arnold that we love and are ac- watch.
customed to.' We also meet
Don't be deceived by the adJericho's partner Chicago, vertisements selling this as not
played by the always humorous your average Arnold movie.
Kevin Pollak (Usual Suspects). This movie has everything you
We find out through interac- want from Arnold. It has some
tions between Jericho and Chi- classic one-liners that will be
cago that Jericho is a drunk, an worth whatever amount you
ex-cop, and a total cynic. The pay for this movie.
two are now partners in a
It is a classic Arnold movie.
highly technological security Arnold cannot act, as we all
firm.
know, but that has never afWe are also introduced to a fected the entertainment value
Wall Street business man who of an Arnold film. We actually
is under the protection of the get to see Arnold attempt to cry
two security guards. This char- onscreen. Gabriel Byrne,Kevin
acter turns out to be "The Man," Pollak and Rod Steiger (Mars
played by Gabriel Byrne (Usual Attacks), who plays a priest that
B Y LEON GELLERT

Cinestudiowill be showing
Dead Man Walking on December 8 at 7:30 PM as a part
of Trinity's Human Rights
Day events, the bulk of wh ich
will be held in Mather Hall on
Friday December 10 from 1-7
PM. '
Don't miss Amy L. Williams"00in her SeniorRecital
on December 9 at 8 PM in
Hamlin Hall. Admission is
free for this vocal performance of Spanish and French
music, songs to texts by
Shakespeare, and Broadway
tunes.
Stop by Real Art Ways in
Hartford and see BodiesofResistance. This exhibit revolves
around the theme of AIDS
and HIV. The Gallery is open
Tuesdays through Sundays 28 PM.
Catch the gorgeous photographs of Dana Reynolds
Rock '00 in an exhibit on the
second floor of Mather Hall.
These amazing black and
white photos were taken during her trip to Nepal. Subjects
include: palaces, monks, children, landscapes and more..

helps Arnold through his mission, all give wonderful performances that make up for
Arnold's lack of talent.
The directing (Peter Hyam,
Timecop) in the movie is nothing special, but it does set the
dark mood of the movie very
well. Andrew Marlowe (Air
Force One) offers some great
dialogues to Kevin Pollak and
beautiful one-liners to Arnold.
The story is pretty much stolen
from a bunch of other movies.
Not the story itself but the individual scenes can be paralleled to scenes from other
movies like Usual Suspects and
The Exorcist.
What this movie lacks in
originality in the story it makes
up for in the ways to kill people.
And honestly one goes to a
movie starring Arnold to see
good action.
If you like Arnold movies,
you will love this movie. You
can't go into the movie and expect good writing, originality
and risky directing. I loved this
movie and recommend it to any
Arnold fans.
If you don't like Arnold stay
away from the movie. I left the
movie reciting the great oneliners and talking about how
this bad guy died and how that
bad guy died. A fifty-two year
old Arnold still presents himself as a great superman and
will hopefully continue to.
make movies like this. Maybe
next time there will be less
story and more action.

Human Rights Through Performance: £Donde Estas?
BY A M Y BUCHNER

Arts Editor

On the wall of the lobby in
Austin Arts Center Gallery are
several cloth works of art called
arpilleras. These works were
created by mothers in Argentina and Chile during the regime of Pinochet in Chile and
the Dirty War.
The mothers, unable to speak
about their children who were
taken, tortured, and killed during this time, exported these
arpilleras in hopes that the outside world would come to their
aid. Marjorie Agosin, poet and
writer, calls them "shredded
lives Luminously assembled on
a rough burlap bag."
Professor Judy Dworin, mem' bers of her ensemble, and students from her course Human
Rights Through Performance,

birth to death and emptiness.
The next sequence tells the
story of a bluejay, a daughter
figure named Tish, who, when
the woman has turned her head,
was eaten by rats. However, the
rats soon die and "in the end,
everyone loses."
This sequence set up a really
interesting picture that was utilized throughout the piece. The
three rats wore maroon suits
and brown featureless masks;
the rats reappeared as the terrorists working for Pinochet and
other leaders. t. : .
The mask work.and puppetry, created by Rolande
Duprey, was a wonderful technique. The masks helped show
a dehumanization not of the
victim, but of the murderers as
killing machine who simple
"follows orders."
Anne Frank is incorporated
as a character in the perfor-

ernment at that time. His wife,
dusted the railing, disaffected
and uncaring.
In the next sequence, four
women in white slips with
elaborate headdresses describe
how the "obedient girl"gives her
body to the enemy. As the
women sprawl out on the floor
they give birth to sons and
daughters of the enemy. Their
headdresses come off to reveal
the rat masks. The masks are
cradled, they are the children of
the enemy, and are taken offstage.
The next section had different women, all in the same costumes, tell the story of their
lives as well as the life of a
woman they had read about.
This section went on for quite
some time and was effective up
. to a point, but; there were too
many stories and the section
went on for too long.

mothers they had read about
particularly moving. Carol
McKeown's '01 sincere and
natural voice and Annie
Armstrong's '00 tears created
two very emotional moments.
The show also makes a very
interesting statement. In order
to prevent events like this, time
must be spent stressing how the

from her sash at her waist
seemed to further the image as
of birth as a loss.
The performers than returned to the stage to demand
rights for the children of the
world. A voiceover talks again
about Tish, the bluejay.
The voice has built an altar
not only for Tish, but also for

The masks helped show a dehumanization
not of the victim, but of the murderers as
killing machines who simply "follow
orders."

murderers were people just like the rats that killed her. In an
us. They were well-educated, effort to forgive the guilty parcultured men and women. The ties, the voice hopes for peace
performance tried to show that and prevention.
when we all realize what we
Dworin, her ensemble, and
each are capable of, events like her class do some really amazthis won't happen again.
ing work with a powerful and
The scene involving child- difficult subject. The images are
birth was particularly moving haunting. The puppetry and
and visually disturbing. The dance were also wonderful and
masked rats with a baby carThe disturbing
The scene involving childbirth was particularly moving and visually riage circled the stage catching well-utilized,
images left the audience emobabies that were pulled and tionally drained and moved
disturbing. The masked rats with a baby carriage circled the
tossed from the screaming body some to tears.
stage catching babies that were pulled and tossed from the
of Sandra Katz '01 and into the
However, some moments
screaming body of Sandra Katz '01 and into the pram.
pram.
leave the audience feeling deAnother chilling scene in- . tached. The numerous images
created the performance piece mance. Used by Marjorie
The sheer number of stories volved the murderers in a and the number of personal stoibonde Estas? Dworin writes in Agosin in her poetry as a sym- drew away from the effective- Nuremburg-like trial, where ries take away from each of the
the program notes: "this piece is bol oi the taken and lost child, ness of the other stories. The they cried their crocodile tears individual stories. This may
one effort to voice the words of Anne Frank symbolized all of blocking, one storyteller in a and blamed their actions on "or- have been the effect that the
the mothers' movement loudly the lost and stolen children of chair, the others grouped at her ders."
performers sought, to show a
and clearly."
Chile and Argentina in this feet, made a great picture, but
The end of the performance problem en masse, but it did not
felt stale and boring after the left the audience with an ex- draw in; it pushed away.
The piece opens with a piece as well.
woman seated on a cage, strokJustin Ball '01 played Pinochet '. first few stories, despite the ef- treme'sense of loss. Body bags
At times, the performance
ing a pillow that rests on her as well as the other dictator fig- fort to. move the chair around filled with sand dropped from seemed more like a political
stomach in a maternal fashion. ures behind a large mask and the stage. In this situation, less the balcony. Women cried and brochure than a theatrical
All of a sudden she screams; the claw-like hand, similar to the stories would have been more sifted the sand through their piece. However, this was only
blue cloth of what seemed to be masks of the rat-like minions. effective and allowed the audi- finger tips.
true for certain sections. The
a pillow lets human bones fall He grumbled his Hitler-esque ence to connect more easily
Feathers from the dress of a majority of the images and perand clatter to the ground, set- policies from a raised, golden with individual stories.
child (played by Phuong Thuy formances were haunting and
• ting the tone for the rest of the balcony and let the audience
Some of the actresses man- Voong '02, herself an escaped beautiful and succeeded in its
performance; mothers giving hear the statements of the gov- aged to make the stories of the child from Vietnam) pulled ' desire for awareness and peace.
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Son Sin Fronteras Inspires Trinity Students
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the states as well as to spread their music to others.
; Writer
Daniel Salazar is one of the classical
guitarists. Originally from Texas and of
What do you get when you have ap- Mexican heritage, he stated that "it is
proximately thirty motivated Trinity important that people understand the
students and a local nine-member Hart- diversity of Latin music and that each
ford band playing in downtown Hart- country has many different types within
ford? You get "A Night of Latin its borders." Hence the meaning of the
American Music" played by the band Sol bands name.
Sin Fronteras, synthesized by Dr. Lise
The Charter Oak Cultural Center was
Waxer and her World Music class.
a great location that sol vated warm muLast Saturday night at eight o'clock in sic from various Latin American counthe evening at the Charter Oak Cultural tries.
Center was the culmination of a Formerly a Jewish synagogue near the
semester's worth of work in organizing Bushnell Theater, it is now a place where
this concert from start to finish.
cultural performances like this can be
Dr. Waxer's World Music class' final performed with various exhibitions
project was to arrange the production of throughout the year.
a Latin American concert based on their
At the concert, the audience was
knowledge of Latin American music seated in cushioned pews arranged in a
from class, interviews and interaction stadium-seating layout, which was exwith the performers from the local Hart- cellent to see the band on center stage. The members of Sol Sin Fronteras pose during a rehearsal for A Night of Latin
ford band Sol Sin Fronteras.
The acoustics from the uplifting and American Music.
The name of the band Sol Sin authentic music resonated through the
Fronteras literally translates as "a sun brick building mesmerizing the audi- defined by the country's' music to let oth- the theory in class. A member of Dr. Lise
without borders". It was founded in 1992, ence as though they were in the country ers hear how the sound and feeling of the Waxer's World Music class, Joseph
music varies from country to country; Palladino COD, told me after the concert
in Hartford and was then called "Sol de of the music's' origin.
Early in the three hour performance, instrument to instrument. Most of the that "the class' effort as a whole really
America" by three of the present memthe audience was hypnotized by the Pe- band's instruments belong to the guitar made the event a success." He later told
bers.
After the band located itself and re- ruvian and Colombian love songs. Rik family with slight differences in shape, me that his favorite aspect of this project
was "being able to trace the development.
grouped themselves after a short disof this production by videotaping everybanding as Sin Fronteras, they renamed
Early
in
the
three
hour
performance,
the
audience
was
thing from the drawing board scene to
the band as Sol Sin Fronteras to keep
hypnotized by the Peruvian and Coimbian love songs. the concert's finale" which will later be
with its history. This successful band
broadcasted on Trinity Television somefirmly believes that the beautiful music
time next week.
but
drastic
differences
in
sound.
All
they create is an amalgamation of the Sheldon COO) from Dr. Waxer's class
The overall event was definitely worth
talents of all nine members of the band. spontaneously started dancing with eighteen of the songs the band perI was told by seven of the nine band Gryssel Ramirez, the lead vocalist of the formed featured vocal and instrumental far more than the three dollars admission for students and five dollars for
members before the concert that they band. This initiated a chain reaction that melodies.
The shaking of the maracas, fast stri- adults, which was then donated to the
had immigrated to the United States involved a fraction of the audience, inwithin the last two decades. Their inten- cluding Dr. Waxer and her husband, to dent stringing of the guitars and the ex- Charter Oak Cultural Center. The assorttion to come to the United States from salsa and cha-cha-cha to the bonafide peditious hand drumming innately ment of music selections I heard played
caused my feet to tap and hands to clap from Latin America were far superior to
Latin American countries such as Ecua- live music.
buying a mix compact disc of Ricky
The bands' concept of the perfor- to the beat of the music.
dor, Columbia, Mexico, and Puerto Rico
,i laanccwaa to,us£, the actual instrument »„ The male musicians were dressed in Martin and those crazy guys who sing
• *6aMacarena."
of silk vests on top of a white-collar dress
The venue was greatforTrinity stushirt. The only female vocalist of the dents. Arranged shuttle transportation
THE TRINITY PAPERS
band wore a full violet velvet suit with a brought students from the Boys and
General Announcement To The Trinity Community
gold woven belt, which gleamed as she Girls Club to the Charter Oak Cultural
suavely waxed the stage with her fancy Center and utilized Hartford for enterfootwork.
tainment.
The Editorial Board of this year's edition of The Trinity Papers
My favorite part of the concert was lisKudos goes out to the Sol Sin Fronteras
would like to invite students to submit literary works that reflect
tening to Devin Goodman '01 of the band for their excellent performance in
Trinity's high standard of undergraduate scholarship. The Board is
Accidentals and Jennifer Gagosz '00 of bringing back music from their native
also seeking artwork for the cover of The Papers.
the Trinity Pipes sing the song titled countries and to Dr. Lise Waxer and her
"Guadalajara" with the Sol Sin Fronteras World Music class for their determinaband.
tion and talent to formulate this sensaThis year's guidelines and general information are as follows:
Each student of the class chose a spe- tional production as part of their
cific role from interviewing the mem- semester long final project.
bers of the band to taking pictures of the
• Only submissions from Trinity undergraduates will be
For more information about the misband at their rehearsals.
sion of the Sol Sin Fronteras band, its
accepted. This includes visiting students.
These Trinity students decided to go members, fantastic photographs, and
• Written work should not greatly exceed 25 pages.
one step farther and learn how to sing about the class project, please checks out
this piece from Mexico with a profes- the website the class created at
• A student may submit no more than 2 papers.
sional
band in addition to learning about www.solsinfronteras.com.
• AH written work will be accepted, including highly technical
pieces.
• Papers written in a foreign language must include the English
translation.
Joni Mitchell's Woodstock are just a few
• Papers must have been written within the time that the student
BY ANDREW PEARL
samples of the variety of pieces played.
Arts Writer
has matriculated at Trinity. Papers written at institutions
This esteemed list of composers also innot affiliated with Trinity are excluded.
cludes Jason Butsch '01 and Erica Kates
On
Saturday
af
ternppn,
stuBen
ts
had
• Only proofread work will be eligible.
' , ' 9 3 - ••
the opportunity to snow off what they- • ' Kates; accompanied by Andy Hatch
• The editorial board reserves the right to require the author to
had learned in the Music Department's '03 on;rn'andolin,andBenFordham'03
Lessons Class. Clearly, the students have , on. violin, gay,e one;,qf the most memomake revisions.
been taking their lessons seriously.'A rable performances of the recital by play• Artwork for the cover should not greatly exceed an 8 1/2 x 11
number of talented musicians played a ing Kates's own Supermarket Song.
copy.
variety of pieces and instruments for the - The fact that some students had the
audience.,' •
• courage to not only playfor an audience,
All submissions will be read anonymously, and all decisions of the
The recital contained.instr uments as . but to play their original compositions
diverse as the trombone, the bassoon.the; : shows the character that this lessons
editorial board are final. Work should be submitted to Janet
mandolin, and even a little harmonica. program seems to be creating.
Marotto, Williams 232, by January 31, 2000. Be on the lookout
Human voice was also a pleasant accomThe Ensembles students showed equal
for more information in the future.
paniment to several of these other musi- prowess to those in the private lessons.
cal instruments.
Erin Walsh's '03 violin in one group, or
A superior example was Rachel J.P. Chisholm's bassoon in another,
We thank you in advance for your support and encouragement of
Lipman '01, Brooke Peltzman '02, and showed amazing mastery of classical
outstanding undergraduate scholarship.
instructor and staff accompanist Chris- music.
tine Melson's rendition of Mozart's
The diversity of musical skill seemed
"Lachrymosa"
from Requiem,
appreciated by all of the friends and
Sincerely,
Mozart wasn't the only notable com"- family who were in attendance of the
Editorial Board
poser who had his work performed on event. The only way it could have imThe Trinity Papers
Saturday though.
proved is if more people were able to hear
One of Chopin's Nocturne as well as the beautiful music.
"V"*«
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Holiday Spirit Fills Chapel At Lessons And Carols

NATE CURTIS

The Chapel Singers perform an anthem while the Concert Choir awaits their next piece.
BY KATE HUTCHINSON

Arts Writer

During the nine years that I
spent as a part of my church's
choir, I always looked forward
most to singing at Christmas
time. There is something very
special about Christmas carols
to me; they seem to spread a feeling of joy, no matter how they
are sung. So it was with anticipation that 1 came to the Chapel
on Sunday to hear the Lessons
and Carols service.
I arrived partway through the
Carillon Prelude, part of which
1 recognized as one of my favorite carols, 0 Come, 0 Come
Emmanuel. Inside, the Brass
Prelude began with a joyous
burst of harmony. The tempo
slowed partway through, which
sounded slightly strange, but it
didn't detract much from the
presentation. 1 particularly

noted the talent of the TrinityWesleyan Brass Ensemble's
trumpeters. The last prelude
was performed on the famed
Trinity College Chape! organ.
John Rose, the talented Chapel
organist, opened In dulcijubih
with a string of soft, tender
notes. The melody was expressive, beaming like candlelight.
The Chapel Singers and the
Concert Choir walked in procession down the aisle, carrying
candles, while all sang Once in
Royal David's City. I was glad
that the program allowed the
congregation to sing with the
well-trained voices of the
Choirs. Throughout the service,
1 was truly impressed by those
hymns where the Brass Ensemble accompanied the singing, and the Choirs provided a
majestic tapestry of harmony.
The nextpiece, OftheFather's
Heart Begotten, sung by the
Concert Choir and the Chapel

Singers, was a very well executed anthem. The verses were
alternately sung by the men
and women of the Choirs. The
men's voices were soothing and
calm, which contrasted with
the high ethereal women's
voices, emphasizing the jubilant yet serious nature of the
song.
The best part of this piece
was slower and complex chorus: evermore and evermore.
However, the majestic ending
was slightly imposed upon by
the organ's French horn. Lo,
How a Rose E'er Blooming fol-

lowed, in a lovely combination
of the Choirs' harmony and the
congregation's melody.
The Chapel Singers'. a
cappella anthem, The Angel
Gabriel, presented a complex
intarsia of voices under the excellent direction of John Rose. In
several sections, rapidly moving notes moving tip and down

a small scale were juxtaposed
over other voices holding the
tonal notes. The effect was brilliant. The repeated line of
"Gloria!" became longer and
longer at the end of every verse,
adding more complicated layers
of music each time. The final
measure changed the minor key
to a major chord, lifting the ending into joy. This same type style
of presentation was raised to a
higher level as the Singers sang
the next anthem, Hodie,
Christus natus est. The dynamics of this piece were perfectly
executed, especially the crescendos and decrescendos. The
Singers' last solo piece, Here is
the Little Door, was full of expression. The lower voices provided a gentle background for
the light melody of the higher
voices.
The Concert Choir, with its
conductor, Susan Wiles, presented Alleluia. Amen, in a style
that brought a warm glow to
the Chapel. The range of the
song was very wide, and it
proved the quality and range of
the Choir's voices. The tenors
seemed to struggle a bit with
some of the higher notes, but
the piece was very well executed.
For Hark! The Herald Angels

Sing, the congregation once
again joined the singing. The
best part of this carol was certainly the Brass Ensemble. For
the verses without the Brass accompaniment, the song seemed
to lose some of its power, thankfully it returned for the last chorus, which resonated gloriously
through the Chapel.
During the Offering, all ears
were treated to the, golden soprano voice of Liesl Odenweller,
'88 and the beautiful harp of

Rebecca Flannery. Le Sommeil
de I'Enfant Jdsus, sung in
French, was an elegant lullaby,
whose verses were punctuated
by the soft rippling of the harp
between them. Odenweller's
voice projected well, and her
highest notes were perfectly executed. The ending, combined
with the soft organ, radiated a
sparkling glow with the cry of
"Noel!"
The Concert Choir's Torches
came next, with its sense of urgency to spread the news of the
birth of Jesus. Beginning simply
with a staccato emphasis from
the organ, it changed into an a
cappella presentation. Initially
grouped into two parts, the
piece evolved into a many-layered round growing more and
more complex.
The final carols of the
evening were sung by all. The
organ led in Silent Night in a
gentle, calming way that called
to mind a quiet, holy evening.
This arrangement was very
moving, with the soft plucking
of the harp like stars twinkling
in the night sky, accentuated by
the glorious voice of
Odenweller as an ornamental
addition to the song.
The service closed with triumphant rendition of 0 Come
AllYe Faithful, greatly added to
by the Brass Ensemble. The
Concert Choir and Chapel Singers walked back down the aisle,
still singing. As the carol ended,
the carillon began to play again,
bidding all a good night.
This service was a wonderful
musical experience and truly
presented the spirit of Christmas. The songs left me filled
with happiness and peace,
which to me is everything that
Christmas music should be.

Gospel Choirs Usher
In The New Millennium
Room. The blend of male to female voices was just right and
Arts Editor
they all seemed to be enjoying
the performance as they sang.
After a loud and cheerful verOn Friday, December 3,
Mather's Washington Room sion of Silent Night, a different
shook as the small audience and but effective way to perform a
the two gospel choirs inside of usually somber and quiet song,
it clapped, sang, and stomped. they sang 0 Come All Ye FaithThe performance taking place, ful. The female soloist, Charity
"Praising God to the New Mil- Elder '00, sounded a bit nervous
lennium," was a concert set up and tended to waver a bit, but
to feature the newly reorganized as the group joined her, their
Trinity College Gospel Choir sound was amazing. The medand the Bible Way Temple of ley ended with Our God is An
Awesome God, a real crowdPraise of Hartford.
The concert started twenty pleaser and showcase of their
minutes late due to traffic and vocal talent and the talent of
the ensuing lack of Hartford drummer Jeffrey Coleman '01.
Gospel Choir members. Delays
One of their other pieces was
and absences seemed to plague Encourage My Soul, the group's
the performance, but what the only a cappella number. This
choir may have lacked in profes- was a powerful performance
sionalism, they more than made and a great finale for the group.
up.with spirit, energy and
Next, the Hartford church
sound.
choir sang. The group had a
The audience was told to majority of female members,
"take its seatbelts off and get but that didn't hinder their
comfortable while we praise the powerful and balanced sound.
Lord." And so they did. Tam- This group really had the audibourines came out of purses, ence up on its feet, clapping to
little kids made instruments tunes like I Can't Forget You
out of plastic cups from the buf- Lord and We Call On Him. The
fet table, and everyone lifted group ended with Galilee, by
their voices and hands in song. far their best anthem.
The gospel choir began with
The evening ended with a few
a piece called Spirit of Christ- prayers and messages from tfmas, a medley of Christmas car- Bishop Terry Stringer and Minols. The ten member group ister Kelvin Moore who blessed
created an incredible sound the audience for the new milthat filled the Washington lennium.
BY A M Y BUCHNER
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V A W C W I I I A Large CheesePizza

495 Farmington Avenue

We ielkr

here in fef

233-8888
Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
k

Use your charge card
lor any delivery*.,,

We deliver slices and cigomftes

Medium 12" (8slices) Thin Crust • Large 16" (8slices) Thin Crust • X-Large 20u (8 ices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Medium
Cheese
.$ 7.50.......
Veggie..........
...$10.00...
Sgt. Pepperoni Special. $10.50
Additional Toppings
$ .50

Large
X-Large
$9.85.................
$12.00........
$14.85
$17.50.....
....$15.85.................
$19.00........
,..$ 1.00
.....$ 1,50.......

Sicilian
..$13.00
...................$18.50
..$20,00
»..$ 1.50

TOPPINGS: Pepperroni, Sausage, Meatte!!, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, While, Extra Cheese, Bacon, dives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes.

CALZONES

HEROES. (Hot orCold)

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with fflcotte, Mozzareiia and Parmesan
cheeses, blended with your choice of filling and a side cup oi marinara sauce.

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppery olives, mayo,
BBQ sauce, hot peppers oil vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

PhJUyCheese Steak.
•Philly Cheese'Steak w/Bacon.
PhHJy Cheese Sleak w/Extra Steak
Chicken
Parmigiana
r
w EooDlant
—'-* Pa
*— y -«—
rarmsgiana
Veal Parmigiana,
Sausage Parmigiana

Calzone
$8.25 each additional filling......
$7.45
P P ETenders
TIZERS
...45.15 ABuffalo
^ <>• - But
*••"-•-»«— '-flM |#t or suicide)
•Off

.30.

„..;..,.. $5.15
...,,.......$5.15

Ham, Salami, Cheese

$5.40

Ham & Cheese ,........;,„...
$5.15
Turkey & Cheese,
$5.15
Tuna & Cheese
$5.15
Veggie & Cheese.
, , .,..;
....$4.50
Pepperoni & Cheese
$5.40
Salami & Cheese.....
$4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
$5.65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese ........................,......,,..........$8.00
BIT & Cheese.
...........$4.25
Grilled Ham a Cheese
......$4.90
DINNERS
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna * Manicotti * Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat-$1.00 extra)

::..,;.....

_$4.90
...$ .50
(6)for $5.75
(12}for$6.00

;.:

;.$5.oo

Mozzarella Sticks.
....(7) for$4.75
Onion Rings
$3.20
French Fries....
.....,.,,......,.f..........v........,.1,*,.....,....$2.65
Cheese Fries
...........,....,..,,.,..$3.70
Fried Dough
(8) for $2,50
Breadsticks...............................
(8)for $2,50
Garlic Bread
,
..„, $1MGarlic Bread w/cheese
....;.......,......,......., $2.40
Chips
..•$ ,50
SALADS
'
•
.. • :
Tossed Salad
$4.05
Antipasto Salad
.....„..,
,....„......,..„.,....„..... $5.75
Tuna Salad
...,..„.,.,„...,. $5.75
Extra Dressing

;.........„,... ,..„..,. $ ,50

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheesa, Thousand isiand, Itafian,' Fa! Free italian

DESSERTS

'

Triple Chocolate Cake

SODAS (one liter)
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

,.....,„... $160

mm mm

I FBIE Order of FEffi
1

of GARLIC

Any targeFi

with Any Large Pisa Order | wtth ^ Large Pizza
Must $mml wupw' Coupon

mm

Must wffltoeau|0ttlig}w<it^k)9.

mm

Large Cheese Pisa $5

FREE LITER OF SODA
with Any Large Pizza Order.

Any Medium Pizza

Huttpr»»fttMupon-Coupon «anneJb* combined.
Umxfflentfenmpm b»(ow ordering.

Wm\
pwert soupon - Coapsn cannot te
$wnl?l»<l,
Jtesgwertsoupon-CTOpsn
teswnblrw
Mia? tmt\w «oupo» W<w erring

L

• StcDiaii

*
I
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Around LECTURES
Trinity...
Praxis Gits Nekkid
A reenactment of the Friday
night lineup on Skinemax was
staged on Monday when six
Trinity students participated in
the "Get Naked With Praxis"
event. True to the original, the
students were made to strip and
strut their stuff in the cold November air. One student in particular was seen making the
long walk from the Bistro to
Mather wearing nothing but a
strategically positioned sign. AT
read and reread that sign,
checked for spelling errors and
read it again. Unfortunately,
there were no spelling mistakes;
AT was just about ready to take
off after him, wielding a red
pen.
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PERFORMAN

TCCTR Brownbag Lunch

Jars of Clay

Please join us Tuesday for another TCCTR Newer
Faculty Brownbag Lunch with Philosophy Professor
Jessica Spector. Get acquainted with newer Trinity
faculty colleagues' research and join in the discussion.
Everyone is welcome. Light refreshments will be provided.

Jars of Clay performs live at Toad's Place, 300 York
Street, New Haven, CT, on Tuesday, Dec. 7. Advance
ticket price is $17.50; door price is $20.00. Doors open
at 7:30 PM and show starts at 8:30 PM.

Milla C. Riggio Booksinging
A Booksinging will be held to honor Goodwin Professor Dr. Milla C. Riggio at Gallows Hill Bookstore
on Tuesday, 7 December 1999 beginning at 5:00 P.M.
Dr. Riggio will sign copies of Teaching Shakespeare
Through Performance (New York: The Modern Language Association, 1999), a volume that she edited as
well as contributed to. The book will available for
purchase in the trade paperback edition at $22.00. A
display copy of another recent volume edited by Dr.
Riggio, entitled The Play of Wisdom: Its Texts and Contents (AMS Studies in the Middle Ages, Number 14)
(New York: AMS Press, 1998), will be available for perusal for those interested. The price of the volume,
issued in cloth only, is $73.50. Special orders for The
Play of Wisdom may be placed at Gallows Hills Bookstore on the evening of the booksigning.

Woman's Reading Group
The Woman's Reading Group will be meeting to
discussJn the Time of the Butterflies by Julie Alvarez.
A few copies will be available at Gallows Hill. The
meeting will take place Thursday, January 20, 4:30
PM, in the Woman's Center Lounge.

A Christmas Carol
Wednesday, December 8, the Hartford Stage Company presents "A Christmas Carol" by Charles Dickens,
directed by Michael Wilson. Tickets are $17. Stepping
Out on the Town's last event of the semester: Come see
A Christmas Carol Wednesday, December 8, at 7:30 PM.
Busses will be leaving from Mather lobby at 6:45 PM.
E-mail Patricia Connolly (patricia.connolly
©trincoll.edu) if you would like to attend. The event is
free.

Vienna Choir Boys
Wednesday, December 8, at 8:00 PM, see the Vienna
Choir Boys, one of the most beloved choirs in the world,
at the University of Connecticut's Jorgensen Auditorium. For tickets, call (860) 486-4226.

Senior Recital
Amy Williams '00 performs a vocal recital Friday,
Dec. 10,8 PM in Hamlin Hall. The recital includes Spanish and French music, songs to texts by Shakespeare,
and Broadway tunes including Sondheim. Features
Gerald Moshell on the piano. Free admission.

A Judy Collins Christmas
University of Connecticut's also presents A Judy
Collins Christmas. Enjoy an evening of holiday music
Friday, Dec. 10, and Saturday, Dec. 11, 8:00 PM in
Jorgensen Auditorium. Cabaret Seating.

That Jolly Old Elf
AT is aware that the holiday
season is full of trespassing supernatural creatures. Some enter through the chimney. AT was
not aware that they came in
through the safety screens. AT
was getting dressed the other
morning w h e n what to our
wondering eyes should appear
but a disturbingly familiar face
peering in at our window. "Hi!"
the face said, "I'm Campus Safety
Director Brian Kelly. I'm checking your safety screens." "Hi," we
replied, "I'm AT. I'm putting on
my pants." AT is trying to figure out what nature of holiday
cheer this is and is hoping that
it doesn't entail mistletoe.

Bad Moon Rising
The indecent exposure on
Monday November 22 was truly
stunning as Praxis decided that
no one should be excluded from
the campus nudity. Not even the
guests at the President's reception that evening were spared.
One diligent member of Praxis,
clearly devoted to spreading the
good word of community service, put his ass to the glass and
mooned the reception. But the
show didn't end there. Our hero
then moved on and, in an effort
to educate Dean of Faculty
Miller Brown about the finer
points of clothing the naked,
dropped his pants in front of
Dean Brown's office window.
Here's to him for illuminating
the issue for us.

CINESTUDIO
LUCIEAUBRAC

Tue, Dec. 7

7:30 PM

(France, 1999) Produced, written & directed by Claude Berri, based on the memoirs of Lucie Aubrac. Cast: Carole
Bouquet, Daniel Auteuil, Patrice Chereau, Jean-Roger Milo. Claude Berri is best known for Jean de Florette and Manon
of the Spring, but it was his earlier film, The Two of Us, that revealed his own childhood experience of being hidden from
the Nazis by an anti-Semitic farmer. In Lucie Aubrac, Berri returns to the drama of World War II with the true story of
a woman who tries to rescue her Jewish husband from the Gestapo. Inspired by the frankly erotic passion of their love,
Lucie simply does "what is right" - a heroic act in a time of brutality. Lucie Aubrac is a fascinating update of Casablanca;
this time, it is the woman who must find the courage to "think for both of them." 116 min.

DEAD MAN WALKING

Wed, Dec. 8

7:30 PM

(1995) Director: Tim Robbins. Based on the book by Sister Helen Prejean. Cast: Susan Sarandon, Sean Penn, Robert
Prosky. Cinestudio and the Human Rights Program at Trinity College will present a special, one-night only screening
of Dead Man Walking as part of the Human Rights Day event to be held Friday December 10 from 1-7 PM at Mather
Hall. Susan Sarandon gives a searing performance as Sister Helen Prejean, the activist who has dedicated her life to
advocating for men awaiting the American justice system's final punishment on Death Row. 120 min.

FIGHT CLUB

Thu, Fri, Dec. 9,10
Sat, Dec. 11

7:30 PM
2:30,7:30 PM

(1999) Directed by David Fincher. Screenplay by Jim Uhls, based on the novel by Chuck Palahniuk. Cast: Brad Pitt,
Edward Norton, Helena Bonham Carter, Meat Loaf. When Fight Club opens, a young techno-nerd (played by Edward
Norton of American History X) seems to be cruising along in a city of the not-too-distant future. But something is
missing in his life, and rushing in to fill the void comes goth goddess Helena Bonham Carter and Brad Pitt as a charismatic outsider with a taste for violence. Soon Norton ditches his Ikea-furnished condo to move in with Pitt, and the two
men's nightly fist fights escalate out of control. "Sometimes a skyscraper is just a skyscraper and a gun is just a gun, but
not here." J. Hoberman, Village Voice. 135 min.

ROMANCE

Fri, Sat, Dec. 10,11

10:15 PM

(France,1999) Written and directed by Catherine Breillat. Cast: Caroline Ducey, Sagamore Stevenin, Francois Berleand,
Rocco Siff redi. Carole Ducey plays Marie, a schoolteacher whose stultifying relationship with her boyfriend leaves her
feeling powerless. In hopes of gaining some control over her erotic life, she embarks on an uncharted exploration of new
partners, beginning with a stranger she meets on a dance floor. Her next encounter, with a bondage-obsessed school
principal, offers the potential for either liberation or danger. Although this film is unrated, it is for mature audiences
only. 93 min.

WILD STRAWBERRIES

Sun, Dec. 12
2:30,7:30 PM
Mon, Tue, Dec. 13,14
7:30 PM

(Sweden, 1957) Written and directed by Ingmar Bergman.Cast: Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid Thulin, Bibi Andersson, Gunnar
Bjomstrand. Cinestudio is pleased to present a new print of Ingmar Bergman's Wild Strawberries, a master work that
poignantly explores the enduring questions of human existence. Veteran actor Victor Sjostrom plays an aging professor who embarks on a 14-hour car trip to the city of Lund, to receive an honor from the local university. On the way, this
embittered and inflexible man has a series of surreal dreams about his childhood - and comes face to face with his
mortali ty. More than any other director, Bergman believes in the beauty of the human face, and the transcendent closeups of Sjostrom in Wild Strawberries may remain imprinted in your memory for years to come. 90 min.
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AFMHOIJSY

That Voodoo That You Do So
Well...

Would You like to Become a
Published Author?

New England Contra Dance

Austin Arts Center unveiled its latest Widner Gallery exhibit, Hai tian Voodoo Flags, on Monday, November 1. This vivid exhibition of beautifully beaded,
embroidered, and sequined Haitian flags is inspired
by the sacred beliefs of the spiritual world of Voodoo.
The collection features the brilliant work of artist
George Valris as well as many other anonymous pieces.
The Widner Gallery is open daily from 1:00 PM to 6:00
PM; admission is free. The exhibit will be on display
through Friday, December 10. For more information,
please contact the Austin Arts Center Box Office at
(860)297-2199.

Consider taking you spring internship at the Yankee Institute, a free market oriented public policy
think tank on the Trinity Campus. Students who
become Yankee interns next spring will attend a
weekly seminar, where they will learn about a policy
area of their choosing and turn it into a persuasive
newspaper opinion piece or magazine essay. Published essays will win cash awards in addition to any
publication fees. If you'd like to learn more, call Dr.
Lewis Andrews at x4271 or contact the lnternshipOf fice at x2382.

Multi-Cultural Dinner Celebration

Student Composer Competition

Few, But Roses
The Watkinson Library presents its latest exhibit
Few, But Roses, a collection of fine printing of classical
Greco-Roman works from the 20th century. The printing examples to be displayed are from America and
abroad, featuring the beautiful work of such printers
as the Ashendene Press in Chelsea, England and the
Gehanna Press in Northampton, Massachusetts. This
extensive exhibit covers printed works from 1901 to
1973. The Watkinson Library is open Monday through
Friday, 9:30 AM to 4:30 PM. The Few, But Roses exhibit
will be on display throughjanuary 2000. For more information, please contact Alesandra Schmidt
Woodhouse, the Associate Curator of the Watkinson
Library at (860) 297-2267.

The Art of Patrick Caulfield
The Yale Center for British Art proudly presents a
retrospective exhibit of the work of Patrick Caulfield.
Caulfield was a leading spirit of a group of gifted and
idiosyncratic artists of London in the swinging sixties. Characterized early in his career as an English pop
painter, he developed over the last twenty years into a
magisterial painter of modern life. Sharply drawn in
clear outline and brilliantly colored, Caulfield's paintings describe an urbanized world that is devoid of
people; nobody waits in his monumental architectural
entrance courts, and no patrons crowd his foyers. This
important retrospective exhibit was organized by the
British Council and the Hayward Gallery and has
Center for British Art at (203) 432-2800.

Entries are now being accepted for the 48th Annual BMI Student Composer Competition Award,
sponsored by the BMI Foundation. There are no limitations as to instrumentation, style, or length of work
submitted. The prizes, ranging from $500 to $5000,
will be awarded at the discretion of the final judging
panel. The competition is open to everyone who will
be under 26 years of age on December 31,1999. The
postmark deadline for entries is Friday, February 11,
2000. For official rules and entry forms, please write
to Ralph N.Jackson, Director, BMI Student Composer
Awards, 320 West 57th Street, New York, NY, 10019,
or send e-mail to classical@bmi.com.

Westport Police Athletic League
Westport PAL, the town's oldest volunteer youth organization, is sponsoring a model train and
railroadiana show and sale for train enthusiasts on
Sunday, Dec. 12, from 9AM-4PM at the Staples High
School Field House. Admission is $5 and children under 12 are free. Proceeds go to fund PAL and its programs. For more information, contact Ron Rosenberg
at (914) 967-7541 or William Chappa at (203) 2275181.

Interested in a Career or Hobby in
Sports broadcastingThen you should probably transfer. For the rest of
you, WRTC Sports is looking to add new broadcastduals should call Devin Pharr, x2822
for information.

Now PLAYING,
Elm Cinema - New Britain Ave.
General Admission - $3..50
Double Jeopardy - 7:10,9:30 PM
Music of the Heart - 7:00,9:30 PM

Showcase Cinemas - Buckland Hills
General Admission - $8.25
The Bachelor-3:00,5:25,7:55 PM
,
.
The Bone Collector -12:15,2:45,5:15,7:30,10:15 PM
Dogma-11:35 AM, 2:10,4:45,7:25,10:05 PM
'
End of Days - 11:10,11:45 AM, 1:50,2:25,4:40,5:10,6:55,7:20,8:00,9:35,10:00,10:30 PM
Flawless -11:15 AM, 2:00,4:25,7:10,9:40 PM
The Insider-7:45 PM
The Messenger: The Story of Joan of Arc-9:00 PM
Pokemon: The First Movie -11:25 AM, 12:30,1:40, 2:45,4:30,5:00,7:00 PM
The Sixth Sense-10:10,10:35 PM
,
Sleepy Hollow -10:50,11:20 AM, 1:30,2:05,4:15,4:45,7:05,7:30,9:30,9:50 PM
Toy Story 2 -10-30 11-00 AM noon, 12:40,1:15,2:20,3:00,3:30,. 4:40,5:10,5:40,7:00,7:35,9:05,9:45 PM
The World is Not Enough -10:45,11:05, ll:30AM,l:25,l:45,2:15,4:0O,4:35,5:OO,6:45,7:15,7:40,9:25,9:55,10:25 PM

Showcase Cinemas - Silver Lane
General Admission - $8.00
Anywhere But Here - 11:20AM, 1:35,4:15,7:05,9:25,11:50 PM
The Best Man - 10:50AM, 1:25,3:55,7:05,9:40,12:15 PM
, The Bone Collector -11:10 AM, 1:40,4:20,7:20,10:05,12:30 PM
End of Days -10:40,11:10 AM, 1:20,1:50,4:10, 4:40,7:10,7:40,9:50,10:10, midnight, 12:25 PM
The Insider-8:00 PM
Light It U p - 9:20,11:30 PM
.
Pokemon: The First Movie -10:30 AM, 12:30,2:30,4:30,6:30 PM
Sleepy Hollow -10:45,11:15 AM, 1:30,2:00,4:05,4:45,7:15,7:45,9:55,10:15,12:10,12:35 PM
Star Wars- Episode I - The Phantom Menace -10:35 AM, 1:30,4:05,6:50,9:30,12:05 PM
' TOY Story 2 -1030 11:00AM, noon, 12:45,1:15,2:30,3:00,3:30,4:40,5:10,5:40,7:00,7:30,9:05,9:35,11:10,11:40PM
The World is Not Enough -10:30,11:00 AM, 1:15,1:55,4:00,4:30,7:00,7:30,9:45,10:00,12:20 PM :

Saturday, December 11, 8-11 PM at the American
Legion Post. Music by Debbie Munson with Dogtown.
Workshop at 7:30 PM. Admission $6. No partner
needed, all dances taught, beginners welcome. Call
(860)633-0793.
December 8,Residential Life and Multi-Cultural Affairs Council sponsor an evening of great foods, great
company, and wonderful entertainment in the Washington room from 6:30-10 PM.

Cfiapet ^a
TUESDAY-Dec, 7
5:15 PM Evening Reflections-Friendship Chapel
Hosted by InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
8:15 PM Lectio Divina - (Interfaith House)
WEDNESDAY-Dec 8
12:00 PM Roman Catholic Mass - Crypt Chapel
(resumes 1/26/2000)' :
: '....-•..
;
5:00 PM Carillon Lessons
5:15 PM Evening Reflections - Crypt Chapel
Hosted by Chaplain
'•„:.'
THURSDAY-Dec, 9
5:15 PM Evening Reflections - Friendship Chapel
Hosted by Catholic Campus Ministry , •
:
6:30 PM Zen Meditation - Crypt Chapel
/ 9:00 PM InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Meeting (Held in Mather Hall)
FRIDAY-Dec 10
12:45 PM Muslim Prayers - Crypt Chapel
SATURDAY-Dec 11 (resumes 1/29/2000)
5:15 PM Praise & Worship with Gospel Choir
SUNDAY - Dec. 12 (resumes 1/23/2000)
4:30 PM The Rosary - Crypt Chapel
5:00 PM Roman Catholic Mass - Main Chapel
7:00 PM Vespers with Chapel Singers
7:45 PM Holy Eucharist Service
MONDAY-Dec 13
5:15 PM Evening Reflections - Friendship Chapel
Hosted by Chaplain

Glassififecls
HELP WANTED:
Looking for a job for Spring Term?
The Anthropology, Educational Studies & Public
Policy Programs are looking for a student assistant to
work during the Spring Term. Position consists of
xeroxing class materials, mailing information to
students and faculty, and occasional simple data
entry. 4-5 hours per week® $5.65 per hour. Starting
date; Week of January 24 (or during week of January
17 if possible). Please call x2472 to arrange an
interview. Work-study students will be given
priority for this position.
'

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
Students earn $375/$575 weekly processing/
assembling medical ID cards from your home.
Experience unnecessary,
We train you!
CallMediCard:
(514)386-5290, ext. 300.

RESEARCH PAPER ASSISTANCE
Need help locating social and administrative
science citation for inclusion in you dissertation,
thesis, or term paper?
Ask Metanoia® for help!
Choose from thousands of topics!
http://www.aicusp.com

Reminder:
Tripod Elections
Tuesday, Decent her 7
at 9:30 PM
ALL POSITIONS OPEN!
For information,
Call Sara Merin
x2583

4
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Expansion Teams: Pimples Of The Sports World
They're Everywhere! And They're Spreading Like Bad Acne On A Pubescent Face! They Must Be Stopped!
'

v

BY COLIN RUANE

Sports Editor
The Raptors. The Mighty Ducks. The
Mutiny. The Devil Rays. The Predators.
No, this isn't the WB's new fall lineup for
Saturday morning cartoons. Believe it or
not, these are the names of professional
sports teams. Let's face it, if 1 had slipped
in The Power Rangers or eyeniJhe,Teen-.
age Mutant Ninja Turtles, you probably
would have just assumed that the producers at the WB are just really uncreative in naming their new kids cartoons.
Now, this may seem like an insignificant,
superfluous or even stupid subject to
write about. However I have a feeling

mous by Cosmo Kramer of "Look away! responsible for the decision to name their
team. For example, when Disney deI'm hideous!".
For the sports fans who are reading cided to buy their own hockey and basthis article and still haven't figured out ketball teams and locate them in the
what an expansion team actually is, here same cities as Disneyland and
is a brief definition: An expansion sports Disney world, the American sports world
team is simply a newly established team was introduced to the Anaheim Mighty
which joins an already organized sport. Ducks (based on the successful Disney
The purpose of creating expansion flick, starring Emilio Estevez as a youth
teams is to create growth of the sport by hockey coach who magically takes a
broadening the "reach" of that particu- team of. talent-less punks to the league
lar sport to people across the country
who aren't familiar with the sport or
don't have the opportunity to see the
sport in their own city.
Expansion teams also serve as big economic benefits not only to the sport in
general, but to the specific cities they call

Duck. All you can remember is the
phrase, "like a sitting duck" and wonder
how the owner of the team could put you
through this complete humiliation.
You're free time in the locker room is
spent dreaming of the day when you're
contract is up so you can become a free
agent, and hopefully be picked up by
some team named something respectable like the Bruins. Sometimes you intentionally do bad just in the hope that

Like it or not, unless someone invents the world's
biggest tube of Clearasil to clean out teams such as
The Mighty Ducks or The Raptors from the once clear
pores of Americas major sports, we're stuck with them.
that I'm not alone in my feeling of annoyance and embarrassmen t when I say,
"are you kidding me?!".
To those who haven't been following
American sports in the past five or six
years, let me clue you in on what has
been going on. Basically, back in the
early part of the decade, expansion
teams began popping up in all realms
of the American sports world almost as
fast as pimples popping up on a 14-year
old boy's face. And like those pimples,
these expansion teams have blemished
the face of sports and turned the once
clear, soft and respectable image of
American sports into a disgusting, redfrom-imtation, mountain range of embarrassment. Unlike the 14-year old
boy's face which with a few years time
and a few million Oxy pads will most
likely be cleared up, these expansion
teams will remain as embarrassing and

home because of all the money generated by the building of stadiums and the
many other benefits that come along
with drawing people into the city who
before wouldn't have any reason to go in.
I don't have a problem with expansion
teams. They extend the geographical
boundaries for any sport by bringing
that sport to cities that before never had
teams. This allows people to have their
own team to watch at their own ballpark
or arena, and to have their own team to
follow throughout each season instead of
having to root for a team that may be located in a city two states away.
A good example of this effect is the
people of Colorado, who just acquired.:
their own baseball team a few years ago,
the Rockies. Before Colorado got the
WWW.NBA.COM
Rockies, all the Rocky Mountain little The Toronto Raptor in all it's Jurassic Park-esque glory!
leaguers were probably forced to root for championship) and the Orlando Magic. you'll get traded.
Whatever happened to respectable,
a team in Texas or St. Louis which also Whenever I watch Anaheim play I can't
help but wait for them to break out the cool names like the Yankees or the Red
infamous "Flying-V" and go down the ice Sox or the Cubs? They don't sound like
like a flock of ducks. I don't know ex- they were thought up by a bunch of third
actly if this move by Disney was an at- graders. It seems as though the teams
tempt to target the 10 years old and today hold their own essay contests and
under population of Florida in order to go to local elementary schools asking the
draw them to hockey and basketball question," If you owned a professional
games, increasing ticket sales and prof- sports team, what would you call it and
why?". I wouldn't be surprised if some
its.
But in my opinion, they disgraced third grade kid is responsible for namprofessional sports in general. 1 mean, ing the Toronto Raptors. He probably
come on now. Anaheim has some of the wrote, "1 would name my team the Rapmost talented hockey players from all tors because it was my favorite dinosaur
over the world, who have dedicated their in Jurassic Park, because it ate all those

Whatever happened to respectable, cool names
like the Yankees or the Red Sox or the Cubs?
They don't sound like they were thought up by
a bunch of third graders.
lives to playing the one sport they've
probably been playing their whole lives.
And once those players finally reach
their dream of playing in NHL and they
get the chance to play against and with
the best of the best, they're forced to wear
a purple uniform with a cartoon duck on
the front? It's humiliating to the athletes.
Imagine being a player on the Mighty
Ducks. You're playing one of the roughest and most violent sports around,
you've broken your nose 6 times, you've
got three teeth left and each night you
WWW.NHL.COM go out on the ice only to get your butt
The Mighty Ducks nicknamed their home rink "The Pond".
hideous craters on the history of sports makes going to see their team play in- kicked by 5 other huge guys who want
forever. Like it or not, unless someone stead of watching them on television, to tear you apart. And you are a Duck.
invents the world's biggest tube of virtually impossible unless they want to Not a Bruin or a Blackhawk or a Ranger.
Clearasil to clean out teams such as The drive a few hundred miles. So, 1 say bring You're a purple Duck. You've dropped the
Mighty Ducks or The Raptors from the on the expansion teams. It's good for the "Mighty" because you find it too humilionce clear pores of America's major game. I approve. What I don't approve ating to tell people you're a "Mighty"
sports, we're stuck with them. Instead of of is the absurdly, ridiculously, dumb Duck because you know there is nosuch
seeing team slogans like the Yankees names the expansion teams choose.
thing. Even when you write home to
who have earned a nd adopted the slogan
The root of the problem of these team your mom in Russia, you lie and tell her
of "America's Team", these expansion names can be found fairly easily. It's the you play for the Panthers just because
teams will adopt the slogan made fa- owners of the teams who typically are you don't want her to know that you're a

bad guys and spits a lot". Have we run
out of clever, yet respectable names for
our sports teams? 1 seriously hope not.
The next thing you know, some business
man will decide to put a team in Hartford and we'll all be rooting for the Hartford Hallmonitors. Did you hear that
Shaquille O'Neal is being traded from the
Lakers? Yeah. He's going to become a
Tennessee Tickle-Me-Elmo. Sure, that's
sounds right. Let's have a man who
stands at a towering 7' 1" weighing in at
303 pounds of solid muscle, and is
known as one of the most dominating
centers in the game of basketball, put on
a uniform with a picture of a red, fluffy
stuffed animal who giggles whenever
you tickle his stomach on it.
Don't rule anything out sports fans, I
wouldn't be surprised if it happened.
The millenium is only a few weeks away
and there are a lot more stupid team
names out there, we just have to wait for
some owner to think them up. Or some
third grader with a great imagination.
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Indoor Track And Field Hockey IsFire On Ice
Trinity Competes Against Wesleyan In Middletown
ior Mandy Rival, also placed second in
the women's finals of the shot put at
9.63m, second in the women's finals of
the high jump at 5ft even, and second in
the preliminaries of the Women's 55
meter dash. In the Finals of the Women's
4X800 meter relay, Leeann Rheaume
(Pittsfield, MA), Kara Barbalunga
(Dalton, MA), Kate Klein (Huntington,
VT), and Sarah Hackett (Stonington, CT)
posted a combined 10:32.50 for a third
place spot.
Not only competing against other
schools but also against each other in a
freshman and upperclassman match
was Trinity's A (raw speed) and B (experience) teams in the 4X800 meter relay.
Unfortunately, this writer and his fellow
upperclassmen B teammates Co-Captain Todd Markelz '01, Wally Moran '00
and Steve Napier '02 couldn't hold off the
talented freshman team of Ryan Bak

Head Coach Dunham And Squad Beats Babson

Continued from page 24
sneaking a shot by the Camel goalie. The
win under their belts, Dunham and his Trinity offense contributed two more
Sports Writer
Bantam squad traveled up to Wellesley, goals in the remaining minutes of the
Massachusetts to face-off against Babson second period and were given one more
"This should be the best indoor season
College in what would be a seemingly unassisted goal by Wayne Sellers '00,
we've ever had. We've got a great bunch
easy fight for Trinity.
putting Trinity ahead 4-1.
of kids who are hard working. We also
As the first period came to a close, the
The Camels made a weak attempt to
hope to qualify a lot of men and women
Bantams struck, when Craig Tredenick come back, scoring one goal in the third
for championships," said Coach Suitor
'03 took advantage of the opposing period, but Trinity quickly answered,
on Saturday, December 4 th at the
defense's carelessness by intercepting nailing the Connecticut College coffin
Wesleyan Cardinal Relays. Senior Cowhat was initially intended to be a clear shut with two final goals, ending the
Captain Ben Goss (York, ME) was one of
and sticking it by the left side of the game at 6-2. This sent the Bantams to
the Trinity Bantams that day to underBabson goalie.
the finals of the Luce Tournament to face
score his coach's words, winning the
Trinity led Babson 1-0 going into the Amherst.
high jump for Trin at 6' 2." Next was Junsecond period and the team obviously
After advancing past Wesleyan in the
ior Oliver Page (Killington, VT) first
fed off their efficient and smart play in other bracket of the semifinals, the
place finish in the Men's Pole Vault with
the first period, battering the Babson de- Amherst Lord Jeffs made it to the finals
a solid 13 feet vault, only a few inches
fense with impressive fore-checking and and the Bantams were ready to crush
away from qualifying for New Englands.
hustle. It was this hustle that led Denis them. However, besides two goals scored
Petrov '01 to take advantage of Babson's early by Wayne Sellers '00 and Matt
In the Men's Shot Put, Freshman Josh
carelessness such as his teammate Greason '02, the Lord Jeffs' offense
Griffis (Templeton, MA) secured a very
Tredenick had done earlier, when Petrov proved too much for the Trinity defense
close second place at 12.43m, only 3 censcored a power play goal five minutes and squeezed one last goal through to
into the second period, giving Trinity a bring the final score of the game to 3-2.
"This should be the best indoor season we've ever
2-0 lead.
The Bantams fell to 3-1, while Amherst
The final score would be rounded off remains unbeaten at 3-0-1.
had. We've got a great bunch of kids who are hard
to 4-0 with consecutive goals by "bash
With a good showing in the Luce
working. We also hope to qualify a lot of men and
brothers" John and Greg O'Leary '01. Tournament, Coach Dunham and his
women for championships.,"
Offensively, Trinity proved to Babson troops plan to rely upon their speed and
and to themselves that fore-checking hustle as a major part of their game stratand chasing the puck into their oppo- egy. An avid Trinity hockey fan and
timeters off from the first place thrower. (Stiff ield, MA), Ryan Lerner (Manchester, nents zone can pay off in big ways. former high school hockey coach Alden
New to the team, but definitely not new CT), Steve Coakley (South Windsor), and Hustle and speed are definitely an asset Maddocks '07 who is an IDP student here
to the sport, Griffis has been competing Jim Emord (Bridgewater, MA) with times that this 1999-2000 team has and will at Trinity and attends all home games at
in hurdles, shot-put, discuss and sprints of 8:31.12 to 9:00.62, respectively. Other use to win crucial games when skills are the Kingswood-Oxford rink, comsince the 8lh grade. Also new to the team notable events that day was Sophomore outweighed by endurance and smart-. mented on the team's overall play thus
is freshman Glennys Dejesus (Lawrence, Jen Villa's (Hyannisport, MA) place with ness, especially in long, tiring games.
far in the early portion of the season.
MA) who placed 7th in the Women's 10.48 meters in the finals of the Women's
Trinity obviously used their hustle "This freshman goalie (Evan Munno '03)
Shotput at 7,79m, Hailing from Central Triplejump, and Trinity's first place win and speed when they faced the Con- really gives this team's defense some
Catholic, this captain of her high school of the Women's 4X1500 finals at necticut College Camels who hosted the solid support in net. The defense can
outdoor track team competed in the 55 22:00.42.
1999 Charles B. Luce Tournament in New stop worrying whether the goalie can
meter dash, the 100 meter, Javelin, and
Next week, the Trinity Indoor Track London. The Bants battled the Camels hold his own in net, because they have
shot-put, and looks forward to a success- team looks forward to competing at the furiously in a close game, which was tied confidence in him, and they can concenful season at Trinity.
Harvard Invitational in Cambridge, MA 1-1 up until the second period when trate on blocking off the top portion of
The Renal
k.'.PAput Trinity, ahead 2-1 ,, their ?one^.^ ;1
BY DAVID KYLE

SIPE ORDERS

CHEESE PIZZA

WINGS (Mild, Hot) . . . . (10)
MOZZAKILLA STICKS (8)
CHICKEN FINGEKS . . (10)
OTKO
GARLIC BREAD . , . (16*)
HUES
CHIPS

14" Medium S7.50
16" Large $9.50
Additional Toppings: $.50onmed. $1.00 on large
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broocoii
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA
$15.00

COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
GENOA , ' . . . .•
HAM
'
TURKEY ,.
FEPPIRONI , , ,
ROAST BEEF
TUNA
•
COMBO it kinds of abova) .
EOCFtANT PARMIGIANA
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA .

H O U S E SPECIAL . . . . M E 0 $10.00 . LAR0E $15.00
Sausage, msalbali, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
:
psppers.

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

CHICKEN CUTLET

STEAK/CHEESE
MEATBALLS
.
SAUSAGE . . . .
B.LT,
VEGGIE/CHEESE
ITAUAN

StlHMf
li'LMmte
. . 4 3 . 7 5 . . . ..$7.50
. , $ 3 . 7 5 . . . ,, $7,50
. . , $ 3 7 5 . . . ..$7.50 .
. . ' • . $ 3 . 7 5 . . . .. $7.50
. . , $3.75 . . . . . S7.50 •
., .S3.75 . . . ,. $7.50
. . . S 3 . 7 5 . . . ..$7.50
S7.50
...S3.75 . , .
, . , $ 4 . 5 0 . . . ., S9,00
. . . S 3 . 7 5 . . . ., S7.5O
. . . $4.25 . , , .. $8,50
. . . S 4 . 2 5 . . . ,. $8.50
. .$4.25 . . . . $8:50
$3.75 . . . .. S7.50
..$7.50
S3.75
S3.75 . . . ., S7.50
$3.75 . . . ., $7.50
$4.99 . . , .. $9.98

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK •11:00 AM TO 2:00 AM
.**FREE DELIVERY**
With $7,00 Minimum Purchase

:•; Zke Best ZPizzu {or Zfa Best ffrice ?
COMBO SPECltt
Large Cheese
10 Wings
2 liter Soda

Buy a Large Ch&ese i
With One Topping ,
find Get A Second '
large Chaese For I

SALADS

FBEE 8

CHEF SALAD
SS.50
Ham. iurkay, cheevs 'aituce tomatoes, cucumbers,
giemi peppers and oiiv'PS

. . Large , ;

ANTtPASTG
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SS.SO
Salami, pepperoni cheese, mushrooms, eggplan),
cucumber$, olives, green peppers and lettuce.

njw

TUNA SALAD
•
$4.95
Tuna,teitucs,cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.

GRKKSAIAD

TOSSED SALAD
• $1-96
Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
and Ute Italian,
,
__

2tITEliSODJi 'I
• VJffih;W targe; 1
I Cheese Pizza ; S

OFF

b

toHM jM»jii
fiHOI WWW

iwiw ^ ^ i ' ' ^Htth H A H JJ^M H J W M M
own* ^^W « • • * • W »
HMwP *
•
BBW

PRIMAVERA
MED $9.95 . . LARGE $13.25
Mushroom, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced
tomatoes on a white pie.
CHICKEN PESTO . . . . M E D $9.95 . LARGE 513.25
Fresh MoimeWa, fresh chicken and sliced lomatoes,
basted in pesio sauce.
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $11.25 . LARGE * K 2 5
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted in Pssto sauce.
WHITE PIE
MED $7.95 . . . LARGE S9 95
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM
MED $7.95 . , LARGE S9.95
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil. .
,
...
RANCH CHICKEN .... MED S9.95 , . LARGE St3.25
Fresh Mazzareita, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing. :
.'..•'
HAWAIIAN ..;
MHD $9,S0y, LARGE $12.50
Pmaapp!e, {Ksppets. ham and hot sauce,
'•'

PASTA AND. DINNERS
SPAGHETTI, ZIT1OR SHELLS WITH SAUCE
, $5,95
SrAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHEUS WITH MEATBALLS $8.95'
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE $6.95
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
$7.95
CHICKEN PARMICIANA WITH PASTA
$8.95
BAKED ZITI
......:
.,..,
S7.95

M E A T RAVIOLI ..:.....,....,........'..,..... $6,95
C H E E S E RAVIOLI ;.....-..:
VEGGIE RAVIOLI
Includes salad and roll

;->-

$4,95

Feia cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.25
$3.00
$1.99
S.50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

Additional toppings $2.00 each
* * 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEII

GRINDERS

,

^riHtt fltifll ttBBH S B T SBHi M M
^H
^ ™ *
f^wp ^"w* •

mmm

Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Ofher Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.

BEVERAGES
DESSERT

$6.95
$6.95
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Men's Basketball Strong
During Clutch Time
The Bants Defeat Western Connecticut and Coast Guard

Men's Basketball
11/23 @ Eastern Connecticut- 83-74 L
12/2 Western Connecticut- 73-68 W
12/3 Coast Guard- 82-61 W

Women's Basketball
12/1 <§>Coast Guard- 65-47 W
12/4 Simmons- 71-35 W

Women's Ice Hockey
12/4 Bates- 6-3 W
12/5 @ Southern Maine 10-0 L

/

Men's Ice Hockey
Luce Tourney

Continued from page 24
game searching for renewed respect, but
after one half of play, it did not appear
that if they would attain it; the
Scoreboard read "Western Connecticut34, Trinity-23".
Once again, the Bantams came out
ready to play after the half. The two
major differences on this occasion were
that the Bantams were even better in the
second than against Eastern, and that
Western did not up their level of play.
Trinity dominated the second half, at

scored a career-high 27 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds to lead the Bants.
The win was the first of the season and
the third in a row against the Colonials
for the Bantams, while the Colonials fell
to 3-2.
The squad played another home game
this past Saturday, against the United
States Coast Guard Academy Bears. The
Western game had been key to rebuilding the Bantams confidence. A comefrom-behind win in front of their home
fans was just what the team needed to

The Western game had been key to rebuilding the
Bantams confidence. A come-from-behind win in front
of their home fans was just what the team needed to
give a spark to their season.
one point scoring 14 unanswered points
to take a 45-42 lead with 10:47 remaining in the game.
Neal scored eight points and junior
guards Mike LaBella and Mike Keohane
hit back-to-back threes in the run.
Matthews tried to save the Colonials
with 23 points, along with four assists
and three steals, while classmate
Leonard Rinas added 11 points..
Keohane scored 13 points and
Wallach, who shot 67% from the field in
the second half, put in 11 for the Bantams.
Trinity sophomore forward Colin Tabb
grabbed eight rebounds and dished out
assists. The game remained close into
the final minute when Trinity scored five
straight points to take a 73-66 lead with
10 seconds left.
Wallach hit a nasty layup and
Keohane was clutch, hitting three of four
foul shots as Trinity won, 73-68. Neal

give a spark to their season. This spark
certainly turned to fire in the Bantams
game Coast guard.
In their standard fashion, the Bantams
saved most of their magic for the second
half, but managed to rack up a 33-27 lead
at halftime. The second half was all
Trinity's, as they scored 49 points to
Coast Guard's 34 and took home the satisfying 82-61 win. The Bears did get decent performances from Marcus Canady
and Blake McKinney, who scored 11
points each.
Wallach scored 24 points, including
four of Trinity's nine three-pointers. Neal
posted a double-double with 13 points
and 12 boards. Keohane poured in 10
points and produced six assists^ while
Tabb notched 10 points five rebounds
and four assists of his own. The win
improved the Bantams to 2-1-and sunk
the Coast Guard to 2-2.

11/28 Amherst 3-2 L(OT)

Women's Squash
12/4 St. Lawrence @Wesleyan Invitational
9-0 W

Wrestling
12/4 ©Western New England 24-13 W
Wesleyan ©Western New England
31-12W

Men's Swimming and Diving
12/4 Brandeis-76-56 W
12/4 Mass-Dartmouth- 93-28 W

ll's thot time of year when thousands of students come; toiilcirnakcv
anci feel all right—for on unbelievQble price.

immms
Women's Swimming and Diving
12/4 Brandeis-82-58 W
12/4 Mass-Dartmouth- 85-38 W

flound-trip airfare
. .
7 nights hotel accommodations
Round-trip airport $ hotel transfers
free welcome, beach &
evening parties
free admission to night clubs
Discounts on restaurants, water
sports & side excursions

SpUsh Touvs

Packages available to Negril and
Montego Sou
.:
Professional on-site tour reps
Complete weekly activities/program
offering optional sunset cruise,
booze cruise, toga party & more
free bonus party pack

SHUenf Tv^vel

Pnc6 is per person based on quad occupancy; from select departure c i t e . Other cities may qualityto;reduction oi require surcha™
US and Jamaica departure taxes (currently $65) and $12 handling charge additional. Rates increase $30 on t2/t&fl9
PeaK-woek surchaigas/oft-waak dtscomls may apply. Restrictions and cancellation penalties apply. Limited svailafc*
"
Subject to change without notice. Call lor Ml details on twlel selection and a w S %

BANTAM fanFARE
We Hope That All Of You Were Able To Find A Way To Entertain Yourselves Over Thanksgiving
Break. We Are Well Aware That Without A Good Dose Of Wholesome Sports Based Humor Per Week,
It Can Sometimes Be Hard To live From Day To Day. As The Holiday Season Approaches , Naturally
People's Thoughts Are Turned Towards Family, Traditions, Gifts and the Big Man.. .That's Right
John Madden. Well A lot of People Just Think Of How They'd Like To Shove That Damn White Pen
Down His Throat. At Any Rate, Here Is The Tripod Sports Holiday Top Ten!

Top Ten Holiday Faux Pas
10. Not Leaving A Snack For Santa: Do you think it's easy for aSSO pound man to fit down your chimney,
carrying a bag full presents, and repeat this process a billion times in one night? On top of all this he's
driving thousands of miles the whole night too! Can you spot the man some Oreos?!? Throw him a bone!
9. Piss Your Parents Off On Christmas Eve: Is it really worth risking the quality of the next
day's presents, just because you want to watch the MTV News marathon, but your parents want to
it down and watch their "Three Tenors in Milan" tape for the third straight year? Well maybe, but
consider that somebody coutdalways tape the marathon for you, and you know Kurt Loder's career isn't
moving anytime soon, so you can get plenty of him after the holidays.
8. Get Drunh Sure it sounds fine and it seems thoroughly unjust to abstain from alcohol when your
Uncle Frank is on his 18th glass of Manishewitz in 1/3 as many hours, but do you really want to find
yourself telling your great aunt about that girl/guy you met at the party barn?? Resist the sugary goodness.
7. Start Acting Out Scenes From "The Wizard of Oz" With Figurines From the Nativity Scene: Sure,"
The Godfather" went over great last year, but quit while you're ahead. Believe it or not, some people may
take offense to you casting angels as the Wicked Witch of the West's flying monkeys.
6. The Fruit Cake: It's become a cliche for the classic bad Christmas gift, yet people keep insisting on
producing this stuff. Stop it!
5. Watch "It's A Wonderful Life": Don't get me wrong, it's a great movie, but inevitably somebody will bust
out their Jimmy Stewart impersonation, and it's a downward spiral from there. "Atta boy Clarence!"
truction,
atchliQi jCJj^k&JB^ki^M^Oybp
e, s
i Scene
TkelBatl Drops On New Years Eve: It will send a ripple ofY2K terror
through the room. The last thing you want to see is your entire family dive to the floor at the same time.
3. Spill Eggnog On Your Sister's New }hk's Fur Sweater: If you think it's ugly, tell her. If you don't like
your Dad's eggnog, don't drink it. The last thingyouneed to worry about the whole night is what she's
doing with the pepper relish and your old Run-DMCposters.
2. Peeking At Your Gifts Ahead Of Time: It ruins the surprise for you and you are NOT as good an
actor as you think. That "Oh my God! This is just what I wanted, and its totally unexpected" look you've
been perfecting just makes you look like somebody punched you in the stomach. Not Effective.
I Eating Fruit Cake: DON'T ENCOURAGE THESE PEOPLE!!

1999-2000 Winter Sports Schedule
Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

12/9 at Eastern Nazerene

12/9 at Smith

Men's Ice Hockey

Women's Ice Hockey

12/10 vs. EJmira

12/11atWesleyan

Women's Squash

Men's Squash

12/8 vs. Tufts

12/8 vs. MIT and Tufts
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Men's Basketball Lives Up To National Ranking
The Bantams Rebound From A Loss And
Tryto Reclaim Their Dominance In Division III Hoops
vironment, that the Bantams taking a 12-2 lead four minutes
,n,t_ BY MATT
PURUSHOTHAM

Sports Editor

Riding high from last year's
elite eight appearance, the Trinity Men's basketball team confidently entered their first game
versus the Eastern Connectucut
State Warriors on November
23rd.
As if their pre-season #11 national ranking was not enough,
the Bantams had the added
boost of having beaten the Warriors in their last six meetings.
Unfortunately for the Trintiy
squad, the Warriors were determined to end this streak.
Eastern's sophomore guard
Rich Vega of Hartford scored 27
points while, senior center
Bryan Hall, also of Hartford,
had 21 points with eight rebounds to lead the Warriors.
Not to be over looked, the team
of Tom Gostomski, Jay
Wetherell, and Ronell John
combined for 29 points and
Wetherell and John went 13 for
14 from the free throw line.
The teams left the court at
hall" time in a close 35-30 game
in favor of Eastern. Trinity reentered the court fired-up and
out did themselves in the second half scoring 44 points.
However, Eastern answered by

Western. Trinity shot just nine
stepping up and scoring 48 of
their own to notch the 83-74 sought to recover from their sea- into the game. Trinity settled out of 28 from the field in the
victory. The win improves son opening loss and reassert down a bit but the Colonials first half and committed 11
Eastern's record to 2-1.
The Bantams home opener against the Western Connecticut State
Junior guard Scott Wallach
provided some redemtion for
Colonials was an altogether different story. The turnout was
the Bantams, scoring 22 points,
tremendous, as fans voiced their opinions of their team as well as
hitting three out of four threetheir opponents, the officiating and other fans.
pointers in the second half.
Rory Neal and Colin Tabb also
added solid performances, scor- their deserved place as a nation- stayed on top. Sophomore turnovers in an ugly start from
ing 13 and Irrespectively. Alas, ally respected team.
guard Kevin Matthews led the the gates. Trintiy entered the
it was not enough to prevent the
Continued on page 22
Western took control early, way with 16 first half points for
Bantams
from
dropping their season opener. Thursday, December 2,
1999.
The Bantams
home
opener
against the Western Connecticut
State Colonials was
an altogether different story. The
turnout was tremendous as fans
voiced their opinions of their team
as well as their opponents, the officiating and other
fans. One fan was
so caught up in the
excitement of the
event that he was
kindly asked to
leave during the
second half.
It was in this en-

The Trinity Men's basketball team looks to the past to get to the future.

WV/W.TR1NCOLL.EDU

Women's Hockey Men's Ice Hockey Starts
Splits Last Two Off Season With A Bang
BY MATT
PURUSHOTHAM

Sports Editor

Head Coach Joe Snecinski
was excited about the Trinity
College women's ice hockey
squad's 1999-00 varsity campaign. The Bantam's Tri-captains Erin Sousa, Mandy Lydon,
and Devon Binch lead a group
of young and improving players
ready to challenge the top
teams in the ECAC Division III
Women's'Ice Hockey League.
This
past
Saturday,
Snecinski's squad faced the
Bates College Bobcats up in
Lewiston, Maine. Trinity's
squad was too overpowering for
the 0-4 cats. Trinity jumped out
early, notching 5 goals in the
first period to Bates'2. This was

Neither team was particularly
effective in pbwerplay situations. Trinity went 0 for 2, while
Bates failed all of their five opportunities. Sophomore goalie
Eleanore Maletta grabbed 27
saves. Kathrene Tiffany scored
the only goals for Bates.
On Sunday, the Bantams
faced the Huskies of The University of Southern Maine in
Gotham, Maine. Trintiy was
simply outmatched in this contest, losing 10-0. Holly Manning
tallied four goals for the Southern Maine squad in the tough
loss. Again the goals were not
evenly dispersed. Eight of
Southern Maine's 10 goals were
scored in the second period.
The Huskies were shooting at
will at Trinity's net as Maletta
was firedd upon 46 times.
Three of Southern Maine's goals
were scored during power plays.

since he joined the Trinity
sports community as head •
Sports Editor
coach of the club hockey team
in 1970. By 1974, Dunham's sucHaving defeated the Univer- cess as a great coach and more
sity of Massachusetts at Boston importantly a great leader,
Beacons in a high scoring 7-4 helped the Trinity club hockey
game, the Trinity men's ice team attain varsity status and
hockey team won their season enter into the ECAC. This
opener to start the 1999-2000 meant that the team would be
season on the "right skate". competing at a significantly
Head coach John Dunham be- higher level of play and it also
gins h is 26lh season as the leader meant that Trinity would have
of Trinity's hockey program. to earn the respect of their comDunham has come a long way petitors. Dunham accepted the
BY COLIN RUANE

challenge, and in doing so,
helped build the Trinity men's
ice hockey team to what it is today, a respected threat in the
ECAC. More than respect however, Dunham wanted to win,
and he has done just-that in the
past 25 years as head coach, obtaining an impressive 323-23519 overall record and leading
Trinity to 14 playoff appearances and 4 ECAC North/South
Championships.
With a season opener win
Continued on Page21

N order man tallied a hat trick in the
throttling, all in the first period
followed by a more balanced,
scoreless second and a 1-1 tie in
the third for a final score of 6-3.
Sophomore forward Eliza
Nordeman tallied a hat trick in
the throttling, all in the first period.
The other two goals were provided by Sousa, a forward and
sophomore defense Kim Willis.

Trinity's forwards on the other
hand were not getting their opportunities, as they only ripped
9 shots on net. Southern Maine
improved to 4-2, while Trinity
dropped to .500 with a 2-2
record.
The Bantams will next face
Wesleyan away and hope to
post another win.

The Trinity Women's Ice Hockey team prepares to take the ice
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